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Abstract
Unix systems in many cases record personal data
in log files. We present tools that help in practice to retrofit privacy protection into existing Unix
audit systems. Our tools are based on an approach to pseudonymizing Unix log files while balancing user requirements for anonymity and the service provider’s requirements for accountability. By
pseudonymizing identifying data in log files the association between the data and the real persons is
hidden. Only upon good cause shown, such as a
proceeding attack scenario, the identifying data behind the pseudonyms can be revealed. We develop a
trust model as well as an architecture that integrates
seamlessly with existing Unix systems. Finally, we
provide performance measurements demonstrating
that the tools are sufficiently fast for use at large
sites.

1

Introduction

For diverse reasons most internet services store information about their customers’ requests on a long
term basis. One of the reasons to do this is a service
provider’s need to be able to establish accountability for certain requests. Regardless of the required
effort, IP addresses can often be linked to an actual
person accessing a service. Since the stored request
information contains personal data, we need to consider customer demands regarding privacy. In times
when companies appreciate the value of personal
information, customers will increasingly appreciate
the protection of their valuable personal data. Survey after survey shows that privacy concerns with
respect to the use of the internet are on the rise
[4, 5, 6]. A gap has been shown between what kind
of identifying data users think ought to be collected

versus what kind they think actually is collected
when accessing a web site. The biggest disagreement is shown for some of the data commonly logged
by web servers such as machine name or IP address,
browser and OS [6]. Most users would rather not
access a site than reveal personal information asked
by the site for registration [6]. The vast majority
of users strongly values being able to anonymously
use internet services [6]. This situation calls for privacy enhancing technologies that can be used today and that help service providers to comply with
user expectancies as well as with legal regulations
concerning personal data. Service providers that
can credibly assure their customers the protection
of their personal data may gain a competitive advantage over those that can’t. Consider as a simple
example a web site where the service provision requires no user registration and no billing. There is
a reasonable user expectancy to be able to access
the site anonymously. Nevertheless most sites are
reluctant not to retain web server logs containing
client IP addresses to be able to track perpetrators.
Furthermore, prevalent statutory regulations confine the processing1 of personal data. Widely
adopted preconditions for the processing of personal
data are the informed consent of the data subjects
or a legal or contractual necessity. Fundamental
processing principles comprise the prior announcement of the purpose of processing, processing only
data relevant for the purpose and the fixation of the
scope of data processing. Considering our example
web site the users would not only have reason to
expect, but they would also have a right to be able
to use the site anonymously, based on the pertinent
legal situation in many western countries. Refer to
[2] and [7] for a more detailed discussion of the related legal issues. Unfortunately it is insufficient to
merely legally interdict the misuse of personal data.
1 Processing, in relation to personal data, covers virtually
the entire data life cycle from collection, through to erasure
of the data when no longer required.

Once personal data has been collected its processing is hard to control in a non-technical way, since
any processing can occur on arbitrary copies of the
data. Due to the scale and complexity of today’s
IT systems it is impractical to completely rule out
the existence of trojan horse code copying personal
data. Considering the example web site it is practically futile for a user to determine or even to prove
that the organizational controls are ineffective wrt.
the protection of his personal data.
Therefore we observe an increasing demand for
strong technical enforcement of privacy principles.
Multilaterally secure systems take into account and
balance conflicting security requirements of all involved parties [8]. Accordingly a multilaterally
secure internet service allows customers to act
pseudonymously as long as violations of the service
security policy are still detectable. In return the service provider is allowed to recover the identities of
customers upon good cause shown, which supports
the hypothesis of violations of the security policy.
Translated to the example web site this means that
the IP addresses and potentially other identifying
data are pseudonymized when the web server logs
are generated. Only if a client exploits a vulnerability of the web server its IP address and other
identifying data is recoverable.
This paper demonstrates that the approach to
threshold-based identity recovery we designed in
[3, 2] is actually implementable and applicable in
practice. Specifically the contributions of this paper are the following:
• the development of a practical architecture to
integrate our pseudonymizer with existing syslog auditing infrastructures
• while taking into account a trust model supported by actually deployed systems, and
• the provision of tools that implement our concepts and architecture, as well as
• a detailed evaluation of the performance of
our pseudonymizer, indicating that it lives up
to the requirements posed by the audit data
volume generated by a busy server system at
the Center for Communication and Information
Processing at the University of Dortmund.
In a nutshell, our solution comprises the following
features:

• The audit data sources, f.i. syslog, are supposed to be under primary control of the personal data protection official (PPO) who enforces the personal data protection policy of
the site. The users of the site trust the PPO
to protect their personal data and the site security officers (SSO) assign trust in the syslog
configuration the PPO provides.
• Audit data sources are configured to forward
only audit data required for sustained service
provision, such as audit data indicating proceeding attacks against the site. The audit data
is intercepted by a local pseudonymizer before
syslog forwards it to remote hosts or stores it
on disk. The pseudonymizer also is controlled
by the PPO.
• The pseudonymizer inspects the audit data
and substitutes identifying features by carefully tailored pseudonyms. Exploiting Shamir’s
cryptographic approach to secret sharing,
these pseudonyms are actually shares, which
can be used for feature recovery later on,
if justified by sufficient suspicion.
The
pseudonymized audit data retains the format of the unpseudonymized version. The
pseudonymizer forwards the audit data to the
local syslog service, which processes it and forwards the results to the remote syslog service
of the SSO.
• The pseudonyms of a given identifying feature are linkable wrt. given suspicions. Thus,
the SSO can analyze the pseudonymized audit
data to find symptoms raising sufficient suspicion, justifying the recovery of the corresponding identifying features.
• Sufficient suspicion is defined by a threshold
on weighted occurrences of potentially attackrelated behavior, and accordingly, by a threshold on shares belonging together. Exceeding
such a threshold results in the ability to recover
the respective features.
• Feature recovery is conducted by the SSO using
our reidentifier tool if the need arises. Thus,
the SSO can recover identifying features if and
only if the conditions of sufficient suspicion are
met.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 justifies our design decision to
pseudonymize syslog audit data and introduces the

relevant concepts. In Sect. 3 we detail the design
decisions for integration of the pseudonymizer, explain the trust model and outline our approach to
pseudonymization. The architecture and practical
use of our implementation also are illustrated in
Sect. 3. In Sect. 4 we evaluate the performance of
the implementation. We position our contribution
wrt. related work in Sect. 5 and conclude in Sect. 6.

2

A Case For
syslog-Pseudonymization

Most modern operating systems offer comparable
audit components, e.g. AIX, BSDs, HP-UX, Linux,
Solaris, Windows-NT and its descendants. All of
these record the identity of the actor of an event or
at least identifying features of users. Audit components specifically designed for compliance with
the Trusted Computer System Evaluation Criteria
(TCSEC) (C2 or higher) [9, 10] or the Common
Criteria (FAU_GEN1.2 and FAU_GEN2) [11] are required to record information identifying the originator of an event. Hence, all of these audit components record personal data and need to be considered for pseudonymization. In annex C the
Common Criteria provide for the application of
the Privacy class (FPR) to FAU_GEN2. The Privacy
class FPR contains the families Anonymity FPR_ANO,
Pseudonymity FPR_PSE, Unlinkability FPR_UNL and
Unobservability FPR_UNO. The Pseudonymity family (FPR_PSE) provides accountability and FPR_PSE2
offers reversible pseudonyms liable to specified reidentification conditions. Basically our approach is
implementing FPR_PSE2 for FAU_GEN. In addition to
the audit components of the operating system, application processes record audit data containing personal data, such as web servers and mail exchangers.

2.1

Event Sources

When considering pseudonymization of audit data
all relevant event data sources mentioned above
should be covered. With our approach we aim at
a non-invasive, easy to install tool that covers as
many categories of audit data as possible. We therefore decided to build a pseudonymizer for syslog audit data. Due to its uniformity and availability in
most significant Unixes many event sources in the
Unix world leverage syslog for recording audit data.

Also active network components such as routers provide for remote audit recording using syslog. Finally
there are several third party products available for
Windows driven systems to integrate with an existing Unix syslog infrastructure. By supporting syslog we can pseudonymize host-based, network-based
and out-of-band audit data. Host-based audit data
relates to events taking place within a host system
and it is also collected on that host system. Syslog
supports host-based audit data generated by most
network services and by the kernel. Examples for
host-based audit data not covered via syslog are accounting records and system-call events. Networkbased audit data is generated by components associated with network resources, where data is handled
at abstraction levels below the application layer.
Our tool covers network-based audit data f.i. generated by firewalls, routers and end systems protected
by IP traffic filters, such as the ip filter kernel module [12], which logs via ipmon to syslogd. Out-ofband audit data refers to event sources not monitored by the IT system. Out-of-band data can be
covered if applications are made aware of external
events and if these applications use syslog to record
these events. Event sources not using syslog, but
directing their audit data to dedicated files are covered by our redirector (see Sect. 3.2.4). In practice
with our tools we cover most of the audit data usually collected in Unix systems. In certain environments additional audit data is collected and needs
to be pseudonymized, which is not yet covered by
our tool. For a more elaborate discussion on the
diverse sources for audit data in Unix systems refer
to [2].

2.2

Audit Data

As described above, host-based, network-based and
out-of-band audit data converge in syslog. The audit
data collected via syslog describes events and conditions monitored by diverse components of the IT
system. These components are categorized as facilities in syslog parlance. A facility that monitors an
event or condition supplies a rating of its severity
[13, 14]. The priority of an event record is defined
as the pairing of its generating facility and its severity. The severity ranges from debugging and informational over error conditions to emergency conditions. Mostly informational and diagnostics messages from the kernel and from network services are
recorded via syslog. Some sample audit records are
shown in Fig. 1. For the sake of presentation we

1 ftpd[7427]: xferlog (send): 30 pony.puf 240369 0 240369 funstuff.tar.gz b _ o g dexter ftp 0 * c
2 ftpd[7427]: xferlog (send): 28 pony.puf 243943 0 243943 funstuff.tar.gz b _ o g dexter ftp 0 * c
3 pppoed[15459]: invalid state a7
4 pppoed[15459]: Failed to discover server!
5
6
7
8
9
10
12
13
14

Pluto[13321]: Starting Pluto (FreeS/WAN Version 1.9)
Pluto[13321]:
including X.509 patch (Version 0.8.1)
Pluto[13321]: X.509 certificate file ’/etc/x509cert.der’ not found
Pluto[13321]: OpenPGP certificate file ’/etc/pgpcert.pgp’ not found
Pluto[13321]: listening for IKE messages
Pluto[13321]: FATAL ERROR: bind() failed in find_raw_ifaces4(). Errno 13: Permission denied
sendmail[23248]: gethostbyaddr(192.168.3.1) failed: 1
wu.ftpd[4657]: warning: /etc/hosts.allow, line 12: can’t verify hostname: gethostbyname(mport80.minerva.com.au) failed
wu.ftpd[4658]: warning: /etc/hosts.allow, line 12: can’t verify hostname: gethostbyname(mport80.minerva.com.au) failed

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

kernel: LIDS: lidsadm (22 5 inode 28746) pid 14419 user (0/0) on ttyp181: try
portsentry[848]: attackalert: SYN/Normal scan from host: pony.puf/192.168.1.4
tcplog[1040]:
SYN
RES2 : ftp from 192.168.1.4 port 45691
tcplog[1040]: FIN SYN
PSH
URG
: ftp from 192.168.1.4 port 45693
tcplog[1040]: FIN SYN
PSH
URG
: ftp from 192.168.1.4 port 45693
tcplog[1040]: FIN
PSH
URG
: port 34513 from 192.168.1.4 port
tcplog[1040]: FIN
PSH
URG
: port 34513 from 192.168.1.4 port
tcplog[1040]: QUESO: port 34513 from 192.168.1.4 port 45697
login[1510]: ROOT LOGIN on ‘tty1’
login[12571]: ILLEGAL ROOT LOGIN on ‘ttyS1’

to open /etc/lids/lids.conf for reading
to TCP port: 21

45697
45697

Figure 1: Sample syslog audit records
numbered the records and omitted the time stamp
and host fields (TS and H in Fig. 2). Fig. 1 contains
informational audit records (numbers 1 and 2), diagnostic audit records (numbers 3 and 4), diagnostic
audit records related to security (numbers 5 through
14) as well as possibly attack related audit records
(numbers 15 through 24).
Also serious actions of users associated with login sessions are recorded by syslog. Depending on
the system configuration a variety of other sorts of
events may be reported to syslog. As an example
the intrusion detection system Snort [15, 16] is capable of reporting attack detections to syslog. Basically, syslog audit data is collected and used for
troubleshooting and limited manual intrusion detection. Also some intrusion detection systems analyze
syslog audit data, such as the STAT Tool Suite [17].
Sites that wish to collect syslog audit data containing personal data of their users, can use our tools to
avoid the legal restrictions otherwise imposed.

2.3

Audit Data Processing

Messages intended to be recorded using the syslog system are received by the syslogd application
process either from user level application processes,
from kernel level code or optionally via the network
from remote sources. The ability to process audit
data sent by remote sources allows for centralized

consolidation of audit data from a variety of platforms, such as routers, firewalls, intrusion detection
systems and end systems driven by widespread operating systems. Unfortunately the syslog protocol
is traditionally implemented over UDP (port number 514) without any security precautions and thus
opens several opportunities for attack [14]. Therefore on most modern Unixes reception of syslog audit data from remote sources is disabled by default
or can be disabled by the system administrator. The
IETF Syslog Working Group endeavors to develop
a standard to secure the syslog protocol [18]. In the
mean time some alternative, purportedly more secure syslog replacements are available for Unix, such
as nsyslogd [19]. Another option is to use IPSEC
[20] to secure the syslog traffic.
When delivering an audit record to syslog the generating audit component provides the record priority, i.e. the pairing of the according facility and the
record severity, as well as the name of the respective audit component. At the discretion of the audit
component in addition to its name a process ID is
supplied identifying the application process generating the audit record. Apart from this information
the audit record comprises a description of the notable event. The event description is encoded in
human readable form, but there are no standards
with regard to the format of the description. The
description format thus is specific to a given audit component and may vary even between different
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Figure 2: Parts of a sample syslog audit record
versions of an audit component.
The further processing of incoming audit records
can be tailored by the system administrator based
on the record priority. Some implementations of
syslogd allow finer grained selection criteria such
as the name of the audit component. Basically
syslogd sequentially evaluates rules provided by
the system administrator. Each incoming audit
record priority is matched against the rules. When
a rule matches, the audit record is written out to a
destination as specified in the matching rule. Possible destinations are files, devices, named pipes, the
console of one or more users being logged on and
syslogd processes on remote hosts. For the details
of rule specification refer to [13].
Before writing an audit record out to the specified
destination syslogd prepends to the message content (MSG in Fig. 2) a local time stamp (date/time)
(TS in Fig. 2), the (fully qualified domain) name or
IP address of the local host (H in Fig. 2) and the
name of the audit component (AC in Fig. 2), optionally augmented by the respective process ID (PID
in Fig. 2). Only when forwarding the audit record
to a remote host syslogd prepends the respective
priority (PRI in Fig. 2) to the message, which actually encodes both facility and severity in one integer
value.

3

Embedding the Pseudonymizer

There are several opportunities for pseudonymization of syslog audit records along the path from
the audit component to the final recipient. While
it would be possible to integrate pseudonymization with all audit components, such an approach
does not scale well. Also audit records should be
pseudonymized before they reach the final recipient,
which may be a privacy adversary.
Firstly, a straightforward approach is to
pseudonymize the output of syslogd by reconfiguring syslogd to write into named pipes
being read by pseudonymizers. The problem with
this solution is, that a pseudonymizer is not able to

determine the priority of the local output records
of syslogd. This information is lost, but may be
required for effective log analysis.
Secondly, there are two ways to pseudonymize audit
records before they enter syslogd. We can wrap the
syslog API function calls, but this approach does not
catch audit records received from the kernel or via
the network. Instead, a wrapper may pick up audit records from the syslog-sockets, while syslogd
is configured to receive the pseudonymized audit
records from the wrapper. We implemented such
a pseudonymizing wrapper (see Fig. 4a).
Thirdly, we can embed pseudonymization within
syslogd by patching its source code or by replacing
the existing syslogd by a pseudonymizing syslogd.
The disadvantages of these solutions are that either the access to system-dependent source code
of syslogd is required, which may not be readily
available for all Unixes, or the existing implementation of syslogd may differ significantly from the
replacement version. In addition to the wrapper
we provide source code patches to optionally embed
pseudonymization within syslogd (see Fig. 4b).
Some audit components write audit records directly
to files without involving syslogd. As long as our
pseudonymizer can parse these records, it may also
read from these files. Sometimes it is useful to consolidate the audit records of as many audit components as possible in one place, f.i. to use the same
pseudonymizer for these records. We supply a redirector, which picks up the audit records from a
named pipe or a growing file and deposits them by
means of the syslog API.

3.1

Trust Model

When considering audit data generated on the local host we are always confronted with the risk of
integrity loss in case an attacker achieves sufficient
privilege to manipulate audit data or the process
of its generation. Though countermeasures have already been proposed [21] they are not yet in widespread use. Even in the face of these problems syslog
audit data today is still one very important source of

information that is used to resolve attack situations
or to gather early indications thereof.
In the same way in which an attacker can manipulate audit data or its generation, he may also corrupt the integrity of pseudonyms in pseudonymized
audit data to evade later identification. We argue
that we can rely on the pseudonyms generated on
a host under attack as long as we can rely on the
syslog data generated on that host. Stronger techniques for pseudonym generation are outside the
scope of this approach. Refer to Sect. 5 for related work. Pseudonymization can be used to make
inferences on the pseudonymized data impractical.
However, we cannot avoid inferences that take into
account additional information outside the scope of
pseudonymization.
Our approach to pseudonymization balances conflicting security requirements of at least two parties.
On the one hand the users of an IT system wish to
use it anonymously to protect their privacy. On the
other hand the IT system owner’s representative responsible for the system security requires accountability in the case of policy violations. Other interests in identifying users are not considered here,
such as direct marketing by means of user profiling.
To put the mutual security requirements for
anonymity and accountability not at risk, neither
of the above mentioned parties can be allowed to
control the audit components, syslogd and the
pseudonymizer. Hence we introduce a third party
denoted as the personal data protection official
(PPO), who controls above mentioned system components (see the PPO domain in Fig. 4). The PPO
is trusted by the users to protect their pseudonymity
and he is trusted by the site security officer(s) (SSO)
to ensure accountability in the face of a security incident.
In the current implementation audit components
(with the help of redirectors) feed audit records via
a wrapper or via syslog into the pseudonymizer (see
Fig. 4 and Sect. 3.2.3). The pseudonymizer substitutes predefined types of identifying information,
henceforth denoted as features, by pseudonyms.
We exploit Shamir’s threshold scheme for secret
sharing to generate the pseudonyms. Owing to
the properties of the threshold scheme we use,
the features behind the pseudonyms can be recovered only under certain conditions later on (see
Sect. 3.2.2). Thus, attacks on the pseudonymity
of the system users are anticipated and resisted

as soon as the pseudonymized audit records leave
the pseudonymizer. Note that audit records should
be pseudonymized on the same physical component
where they are generated by the audit components.
This may not be possible in some situations, f.i.
when consolidating audit data generated by routers
or Windows driven systems as is proposed in Sect.
2.1. In such cases additional measures must be
taken by the PPO to provide a secure channel between the audit component and the pseudonymizer
(see Sect. 2.3).
The pseudonymized audit data is delivered to and
analyzed by the SSO to acquire indications for
policy violations (see the SSO domain in Fig. 4).
In order to support aforementioned analysis the
pseudonyms of a given identifying feature are linkable wrt. a given suspicion. Given sufficient suspicion, the pseudonyms can be used to reveal the
originally substituted features in the hope to gain
more information helping to identify the perpetrator. In our approach sufficient suspicion is defined
by a threshold on weighted occurrences of potentially attack-related events. The recovery of a feature is possible if and only if the corresponding
threshold is exceeded. Thus, the SSO’s requirement
for accountability is met if the definition of sufficient suspicion is satisfied, but not otherwise, conforming to the user requirement for pseudonymity.
The recovery of identifying features is done by the
reidentifier, which is – unlike the pseudonymizer –
fed with the output files of syslogd (see Fig. 4).

3.2

Pseudonymizing syslog

The pseudonymizer receives audit records from
syslogd containing directly or indirectly identifying features [22]. Since each feature may contribute
with a specific weight to a scenario legitimating
feature recovery, the pseudonymizer distinguishes
different event types and associates each embedded feature type with one or more scenarios and
the respective weight(s). The PPO specifies apriori
knowledge about the syntax of events and features
to be pseudonymized. In cooperation with the SSO,
the PPO models suspicions justifying reidentification by specifying associations between features and
scenarios, defining the weight(s) for the contribution of each feature to its associated scenario(s), as
well as the scenario thresholds. This apriori knowledge is stored in the configuration files of our tools.
Consequently, feature recovery is tied to the sce-
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Figure 3: Syntactical concepts in two sample syslog audit records
narios that are configured when the features are
pseudonymized. See Sect. 3.2.5 for an example.

3.2.1

ated, replacing the respective feature. The more
pseudonyms are generated for a feature, the earlier
the scenario threshold is exceeded, i.e. the feature
is recoverable. The pseudonymized audit records
retain the format of the unpseudonymized version.

Parsing

To locate and pseudonymize identifying features
in syslog audit records, we have to parse them.
Since the syntax of the records is mainly determined by the originating audit component, recognition of different event and feature types is
based on the evaluation of syntactical contexts,
e.g. by means of regular expressions for pattern matching as defined in POSIX 1003.2 Sect.
2.8.
For the sake of brevity we omitted the time stamp
and host fields in Fig. 3 (TS and H in Fig. 2). The
audit component (framed fields 1 and 8 in Fig. 3)
of a record indicates an application or a kernel
component, optionally followed by its process ID
(frame 2 in Fig. 3). An audit record represents
an event, whose type is uniquely specified by the
event type context (frames 3 with 4, and 9 with 12
in Fig. 3) and the audit component. Each event
type may contain a number of identifying features
(frames 5, 7, 10, 11 and 13 in Fig. 3) of a type
specified by a feature type context and the event
type. A feature (f.i. frame 5 in Fig. 3) thus is
an instance of a feature type determined by context (f.i. frames 4 and 6 in Fig. 3). There may
be multiple occurrences of the same feature as instances of various feature types. Pseudonyms of a
given feature associated with the same attack scenario contribute to reach the scenario threshold.
This is not the case for pseudonyms of a given
feature, which are associated with different scenarios.
When parsing audit records we use the apriori
knowledge stored in the configuration files for our
tools. By sequentially matching audit component,
event type context, and feature type contexts, we
isolate the features of the record that are to be
pseudonymized. According to the assigned weight
and scenario, a number of pseudonyms is gener-

3.2.2

Generating Pseudonyms

The basic idea of our approach to generating
pseudonyms is to have the pseudonymizer split an
identifying feature into as many pseudonyms as are
needed to pseudonymize audit records containing
this feature2 . The pseudonyms have the property,
that given a number of pseudonyms equal to the associated scenario threshold or more, but not less,
the reidentifier is able to recover the corresponding feature. Secret sharing threshold schemes are
suitable to fulfill these requirements. For our purposes we exploit Shamir’s threshold scheme, as described in detail in [23]. Shamir’s threshold scheme
has some desirable properties: it is perfect, ideal
and it does not rely on any unproven assumptions.
New shares can be computed and issued without
affecting preceding shares, and providing an entity
with more shares than others, bestows more control
upon that entity. Owing to different conditions of
deployment of Shamir’s threshold scheme, we make
some modifications with regard to its application.
For a more technically inclined description of these
modifications and the basic algorithms used by the
pseudonymizer and the reidentifier, refer to [3].
In a nutshell, the pseudonymizer encrypts each identifying feature and the corresponding decryption key
is split into shares, which are used as pseudonyms
for that feature. The reidentifier uses Lagrange interpolation to recover the decryption key from a sufficient number of shares belonging to the same feature. [3] describes how to map a recovered decryption key to the corresponding encrypted feature before it can be decrypted. We implemented this map2 The secret sharing scheme we apply operates over
GF (P ), where P is prime and smaller than 2l . l equals to the
number of bits of the symmetric en-/decryption keys used for
en-/decrypting identifying features. We thus can generate at
maximum P − 1 pseudonyms per feature per scenario.

ping in a distributed fashion by using the encrypted
features as labels for the pseudonyms. The result is,
that the pseudonyms of a given identifying feature
are linkable wrt. a given scenario. In the current implementation features are encrypted symmetrically
using the Blowfish encryption scheme [24].

3.2.3

Architecture

We supply tools for the PPO and for the SSO,
namely redirector, wrapper, pseudonymizer,
shared, and reidentifier, combined, respectively.
The tools are portable and have been used successfully on Solaris, OpenBSD and Linux.
According to Sect. 3.1 the audit components,
redirector, wrapper, syslogd, pseudonymizer
and shared are controlled by the PPO. The audit
components are configured to generate only audit
data required for sustained service provision, such
as audit data indicating proceeding attacks against
the site. The audit data is written to /dev/log
(with the help of redirectors), to UDP port 514
and to other locations usually read by syslogd, f.i.
/dev/klog for OpenBSD kernel audit data. In Fig.
4a the wrapper intercepts audit data at /dev/log
and at UDP port 5143 . Audit data that cannot
be intercepted4 is received by syslogd and sent on
to the wrapper (see the dotted lines in the PPO
domain in Fig. 4a). The pseudonymizer is fed
with audit data by the wrapper. This solution can
be used if syslogd shall not be replaced or modified. Optionally we provide a patch for syslogd
such that incoming audit data is sent directly to
the pseudonymizer without involving the wrapper.
For this solution syslogd needs to be replaced by a
patched version (see Fig. 4b).
The audit data contains identifying features that
need to be pseudonymized. The pseudonymizer
parses each incoming audit record, determines
the appropriate scenarios and asks shared for
pseudonyms for the features wrt. these scenarios.
shared provides the cryptographic primitives, such
as symmetric encryption and secret sharing. For
encryption shared uses the OpenSSL crypto library [24] and the threshold secret sharing scheme
3 We actually use UDP port forwarding to redirect packets
sent to port 514 to the port where the wrapper listens.
4 For example OpenBSD kernel audit data written to
/dev/klog cannot be intercepted because the OpenBSD
syslogd is hard-coded to read kernel audit data from
/dev/klog.

is implemented using the GNU Multiple Precision
Arithmetic library (GMP) [25]. shared may run
on the same machine as the pseudonymizer, or it
may run remotely. This allows several distributed
pseudonymizers to use a central shared with the result that pseudonyms for a given identifying feature
are linkable across the corresponding distributed audit components. The protocol used for communication between the pseudonymizer and shared transfers identifiable features. Since the PPO might not
control the network between the pseudonymizer
and shared, the channel is protected using the
OpenSSL SSL/TLS library [26] when shared runs
remotely. The pseudonymizer replaces the identifying features with the pseudonyms delivered by
shared. The pseudonymized audit data is then
handed to syslogd (via the wrapper). In the recommended setup syslogd sends the pseudonymized
audit records to a remote syslogd running under
the control of the SSO. Note that using the recommended setup audit data is not written into disk
files before it is pseudonymized and received in the
SSO domain.
In compliance with Sect. 3.1 the syslogd receiving pseudonymized audit records from the
pseudonymizer as well as the reidentifier and
combined are controlled by the SSO. syslogd receives the pseudonymized audit records and handles
them according to the SSO’s requirements. If the
SSO wishes to be able to recover identifying features some time later, syslogd needs to be configured to write those audit records to a log file
(see Fig. 4). When needed, the reidentifier is
started manually or automatically on an alarm. It
reads the log file, determines which pseudonyms satisfy their scenario and asks combined to recover
the respective identifying features. combined provides cryptographic primitives, such as symmetric
decryption and Lagrange interpolation, the reverse
operation for the threshold secret sharing scheme
we use. For decryption combined also uses the
OpenSSL crypto library [24] and the Lagrange interpolation again is implemented using the GMP
library [25]. combined may run on the same machine as the reidentifier, or it may run remotely. The protocol used for communication between the reidentifier and combined transfers
identifiable features. Since identifiable features are
transferred only if a scenario is satisfied, i.e. the
SSO is allowed to see the features, there is no
need for a channel providing confidentiality.5 The
5 If the SSO does not control the network between
combined and the reidentifier a confidential channel can
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Figure 4: Interplay with syslogd

reidentifier replaces all recoverable pseudonyms
with the corresponding identifying features delivered by combined.

3.2.4

Use

For the machines where syslog audit data is to be
pseudonymized the PPO decides either to replace
the existing syslogd by a patched version or to
wrap the existing syslogd using the wrapper. The
PPO ensures that the wrapper, the pseudonymizer,
shared and the redirectors start up at system boot time such that they can communicate
as required and can process the audit data in
background. Additionally the PPO can use the
pseudonymizer like a filter to process archived log
files on demand.
Audit components, which do not use syslog to
record audit records can also be covered using the
redirector. This tool is able to read from a pipe
or to monitor a log file for recently appended audit records and deposits these using the syslog API
and a priority specified by the PPO. The result is,
that these audit records can be pseudonymized like
described above.
In the case of a policy violation the corresponding
scenario would be satisfied and the involved identifying features can be recovered from the log file.
The reidentifier can be triggered manually or via
a script when an alarm occurs. It is used like a filter
to recover as many identifying features as possible.
For the reidentifier to work, a running combined
needs to be reachable.

3.2.5

Applications

Both, the pseudonymizer and the reidentifier
leverage apriori knowledge provided in configuration
files to locate identifying features and pseudonyms
in audit data, respectively. Feature types are located using the audit component name (see the
FACILITY keywords in Fig. 5), the event type context (see the EVENT keywords in Fig. 5) and the
feature type contexts (see the LEFTFEATURE and
RIGHTFEATURE keywords in Fig. 5). The apriori
knowledge associates each feature type and corresponding pseudonyms with one or more scenarios
be provided.

(see the GROUP keywords next to the RIGHTFEATURE
keywords in Fig. 5) as well as (a) corresponding
weight(s) (see the WEIGHT keywords in Fig. 5), specifying the number of pseudonyms generated for the
feature type. Also for each scenario a threshold is
defined (see the THRESHOLD keyword at the top of
Fig. 5), specifying the number of pseudonyms required for associated features to be recoverable from
the corresponding pseudonyms.
In the following example we pseudonymize audit
records generated by tcplog. The tcplog program
logs TCP flag combinations that should not occur
in regular TCP traffic. Additionally tcplog is able
to detect queso OS fingerprinting scans. queso is
a reconnaissance tool used to determine the operating system version using the OS fingerprinting
technique, offering a subset of the functionality of
nmap [27].
We suppose that the PPO of a site considers IP addresses being sensitive information since they have
the potential to identify the person behind the
associated activities. The PPO thus decides to
pseudonymize IP addresses.6 The SSO knows that
for an intruder the information provided by queso is
useful for determining if a given service provided by
a host might be vulnerable to a particular exploit.
Hence, the SSO wants to be able to identify the IP
addresses originating queso scans against his site.
The PPO analyzes, which audit components generate event types containing IP address features, such
as the sample audit records in Fig. 6. The SSO
provides the PPO with information about scenarios
that require feature recovery, such as the queso scenario. For the tcplog audit component the PPO in
cooperation with the SSO extends the apriori knowledge stored for our tools in the configuration files as
shown in Fig. 5.
When the tools have been configured for the
queso scenario the audit records in Fig. 6 are
pseudonymized by the pseudonymizer. The resulting audit records are shown in Fig. 7. For the sake of
presentation we moved the additional records generated by the pseudonymizer to the bottom of Fig.
7 while retaining the relative order of the tcplog
records and of the additional records. Note that in
the tcplog records the IP addresses have been replaced by pointers to the additional records. The
6 The PPO additionally might want to pseudonymize the
port numbers. This also is perfectly possible, but for the sake
of the brevity of the example we refrain from doing so.

GROUP I1 THRESHOLD 6
FACILITY tcplog EVENT ’QUESO’
LEFTFEATURE ’ from ’, RIGHTFEATURE ’ port’ GROUP I1 WEIGHT const(1)
FACILITY tcplog EVENT ’ from ’
LEFTFEATURE ’ from ’, RIGHTFEATURE ’ port’ GROUP I1 WEIGHT const(1)
Figure 5: Sample configuration for pseudonymizing tcplog audit records, such as in Fig. 6

May
May
May
May
May
May
May

19
22
22
22
22
22
22

02:23:37
13:42:06
13:42:06
13:42:06
13:42:06
13:42:06
13:42:06

host
host
host
host
host
host
host

tcplog[1567]:
tcplog[1040]:
tcplog[1040]:
tcplog[1040]:
tcplog[1040]:
tcplog[1040]:
tcplog[1040]:

FIN SYN RST
SYN
FIN SYN
FIN SYN
FIN
FIN
QUESO: port

URG

: port 41067 from 217.82.199.102 port 42312
RES2 : ftp from 192.168.1.4 port 45691
PSH
URG
: ftp from 192.168.1.4 port 45693
PSH
URG
: ftp from 192.168.1.4 port 45693
PSH
URG
: port 34513 from 192.168.1.4 port 45697
PSH
URG
: port 34513 from 192.168.1.4 port 45697
34513 from 192.168.1.4 port 45697

Figure 6: Sample unpseudonymized audit records generated by tcplog, which contain a queso OS fingerprinting scan
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02:23:37
13:42:06
13:42:06
13:42:06
13:42:06
13:42:06
13:42:06
02:23:37
13:42:06
13:42:06
13:42:06
13:42:06
13:42:06
13:42:06

host
host
host
host
host
host
host
host
host
host
host
host
host
host

tcplog[1567]: FIN SYN RST
URG
: port 41067 from a1 port 42312
tcplog[1040]:
SYN
RES2 : ftp from a2 port 45691
tcplog[1040]: FIN SYN
PSH
URG
: ftp from a3 port 45693
tcplog[1040]: FIN SYN
PSH
URG
: ftp from a4 port 45693
tcplog[1040]: FIN
PSH
URG
: port 34513 from a5 45697
tcplog[1040]: FIN
PSH
URG
: port 34513 from a6 45697
tcplog[1040]: QUESO: port 34513 from a7 port 45697
pseudonymizer: Short=a1 Long=RW4gGPc2dWVLOwXgF20ENg:10:ECmA!_ph6kOhKLZBsMw!H7H2ztc Group=I1
pseudonymizer: Short=a2 Long=5QgfV3!umUu_Fj8MWI2yoA:5b:d2petb50CXOun4CuLPhluM8 Group=I1
pseudonymizer: Short=a3 Long=sW7bl67oOo1G5eiBpmu7hg:5c:d2petb50CXOun4CuLPhluM8 Group=I1
pseudonymizer: Short=a4 Long=wdEey!pfsM4jGtz91yejZw:5d:d2petb50CXOun4CuLPhluM8 Group=I1
pseudonymizer: Short=a5 Long=Fi7o9GJU!A5SwY0!dAcxsA:5e:d2petb50CXOun4CuLPhluM8 Group=I1
pseudonymizer: Short=a6 Long=rog6EObIHE3V5moFBlAr8Q:5f:d2petb50CXOun4CuLPhluM8 Group=I1
pseudonymizer: Short=a7 Long=it0SIYe5EYysleQNF0haNg:60:d2petb50CXOun4CuLPhluM8 Group=I1

Figure 7: Sample pseudonymized audit records from Fig. 6
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02:23:37
13:42:06
13:42:06
13:42:06
13:42:06
13:42:06
13:42:06
02:23:37

host
host
host
host
host
host
host
host

tcplog[1567]: FIN SYN RST
URG
: port 41067 from a1 port 42312
tcplog[1040]:
SYN
RES2 : ftp from 192.168.1.4 port 45691
tcplog[1040]: FIN SYN
PSH
URG
: ftp from 192.168.1.4 port 45693
tcplog[1040]: FIN SYN
PSH
URG
: ftp from 192.168.1.4 port 45693
tcplog[1040]: FIN
PSH
URG
: port 34513 from 192.168.1.4 port 45697
tcplog[1040]: FIN
PSH
URG
: port 34513 from 192.168.1.4 port 45697
tcplog[1040]: QUESO: port 34513 from 192.168.1.4 port 45697
pseudonymizer: Short=a1 Long=RW4gGPc2dWVLOwXgF20ENg:10:ECmA!_ph6kOhKLZBsMw!H7H2ztc Group=I1

Figure 8: Sample pseudonymized audit records from Fig. 7 with recovered features
additional records provide the actual pseudonyms,
i.e. the cryptographic material and other information required for the recovery of the replaced IP addresses. Note that the actual pseudonyms for IP
address 192.168.1.4 are linkable using the identifier d2petb50CXOun4CuLPhluM8. Generally there
may occur audit records describing activity that is
definitely not related to any scenario, but where
features need to be hidden. These audit records

can be pseudonymized while omitting the additional
records, such that recovery is infeasible later on.
The audit records in Fig. 7 are transferred to the
SSO. When the SSO detects the queso scan contained in the audit records in Fig. 7 he uses the
reidentifier to recover the IP address features
associated with the satisfied queso scenario. The
resulting audit records are shown in Fig. 8.

(a) OpenSSL encryption

(b) initialize(), share(), combine()

(c) GMP number size

(d) GMP memory management

Figure 9: Performance measurements of the cryptographic components
Note that the pseudonym in the first audit record in
Fig. 8 is not revealed since it corresponds to an IP
address not involved in the queso scan originated
at IP address 192.168.1.4.

4

Performance

The pseudonymizer processes audit data in realtime. It is thus required to pseudonymize audit
records sufficiently fast to avoid a bottleneck, which
might impair overall system performance. In contrast, the reidentifier is sparely used and needs
not to satisfy real-time requirements.

Table 1: Default values for the parameters and
parameter
default
communication with shared
Unix domain socket
number of bits
128
number of audit records
1000
scenario threshold
5
number of scenarios
1
number of audit components
1
number of event types
1
number of features per record
1
pseudonym weight
1

The performance of the pseudonymizer depends on
the performance of the cryptographic primitives it
uses. However, in Sect. 4.2 we show that also the
performance of the pattern matching is a major
factor. The performance measurements were conducted on a single processor Pentium III 650MHz
machine with 256MB RAM and a 100Mbps FastEthernet NIC, running OpenBSD 2.7.

4.1

Microbenchmarks for the
Cryptographic Components

We measured the performance of the cryptographic
primitives used in shared and combined. For secret sharing and Lagrange interpolation they operate over GF (P ) where P is a prime number of 128
bits. For encryption we also use symmetric 128 bit
keys. Thresholds used in the measurements default
to 5. The results are averaged over 5 measurements
for encrypt() and share(), over 1 + 10/t2 measurements for initialize() and over 1 + 10000/t2
measurements for combine(), where t is the current
threshold.
The first time shared processes a given feature it
uses the initialize() routine, which generates
a pseudo-random polynomial, encrypts the feature
and inserts the results in an AVL tree. We found
that the Blowfish encryption in the OpenSSL crypto
library operates at about 15370 encryptions per second for features of eight characters. It slows down
slightly to about 15150 encryptions per second for
features of 32 characters (see Fig. 9a). We expect most features to be pretty short strings. The
encryption speed is independent of the number of
bits used for the symmetric keys. Depending on
the threshold of the scenario associated with a feature, initialize() generates a number of pseudo-

how they were varied
varied by means of
command line
source code
audit data
configuration
audit data & configuration
audit data & configuration
audit data & configuration
audit data & configuration
configuration

random coefficients for the corresponding polynomial. The higher the threshold, the more pseudorandom numbers are generated (see initialize()
in Fig. 9b). When evaluating the performance of
the share() routine, we found some interesting run
time behavior of the GMP library. share() basically evaluates the polynomial initialize() provides. Hence, the higher the threshold, the more expensive the exponentiations share() calculates using the GMP library call mpz_powm() (see share()
with/without mpz_powm() in Fig. 9b). It is no
surprise that GMP library calls take longer if we
calculate with larger numbers (see Fig. 9c). We
also found that the GMP library calls take longer
the more often integer objects are reused, though
mpz_clear() has been called to free the space the
integer objects occupy (see Fig. 9d). Again, an
expected result is that the Lagrange interpolation,
which the combined uses, is an expensive calculation for large thresholds (see combine() in Fig. 9b).

4.2

Macrobenchmarks for the
Pseudonymizer

We
measured
the
performance
of
the
pseudonymizer for varying parameters using
synthetic audit data and configurations. All the
numbers reported are averaged over 5 measurements. When varying one parameter all other
parameters used default values as shown in Table
1. The synthetic audit data we used for the
measurements contained audit records, which all
had the same number of identifying features, each
with a length of three characters. All features in
the audit data were required to be pseudonymized.
Each feature in a given audit record was associated
with a separate scenario, assuming that the features
in an audit record are different kinds of identifying

Table 2: Influence of the number of bits used for encryption and secret sharing
scenario
number of audit records/s for
features 64 bits 128 bits 168 bits 256 bits
identical
1075
1064
1064
1062
varying
600
573
560
530
Table 3: Influence of the communication technique used between the pseudonymizer and shared
number of audit records/s for
scenario
local Unix
SSL over SSL over
features no shared domain socket loopback Ethernet
identical
1300
1064
444
400
varying
1300
573
328
377
data. The ith features in all audit records were
associated with the same scenario. Thus, the
scenarios could comprise events generated from
several audit components. All scenarios had the
same threshold and all features were associated
with the same weight. Audit records from different
audit components and for different event types
were generated cyclically.
shared handles features differently depending on
whether they have already been seen in the audit data or not. If a feature is processed for
the first time, initialize() generates a pseudorandom polynomial and stores it together with the
encrypted feature (see Sect. 4.1). In any case a polynomial is used to generate a fresh pseudonym using
share() (see Sect. 4.1). Owing to these different
cases of feature handling we used two kinds of audit
data to measure the best and the worst case performance. In the best case all features associated with
a given scenario were identical. shared then calls
initialize() only once per scenario. In the worst
case we had varying features associated with a given
scenario. As a result shared calls initialize() for
every feature in the audit data.
When increasing the number of audit records the
pseudonymizer processes, we observe for varying
features a mild performance penalty due to the
growth of the AVL trees storing encrypted features and their corresponding polynomials (see Fig.
10a). A growing number of audit components, event
types and scenarios has a linear influence on the
performance since these objects are managed using lists (see Fig. 10b). The more features per
audit record are pseudonymized, the more often
the pseudonymizer asks shared for pseudonyms.
In addition to the communication overhead more

feature type contexts need to be matched by the
pseudonymizer (see Fig. 10c). The pattern matching is the main cause for the performance loss when
many features need to be pseudonymized per audit
record (see Fig. 10d). In contrast to this the performance loss caused by generating pseudonyms with
larger weights is moderate (see Fig. 10e). There is
no additional pattern matching or communication
overhead involved. Increasing the threshold does
not only slow down the generation of pseudonyms
using share(), but also the initial generation of
pseudo-random numbers for each distinct feature in
a scenario using initialize() (see initialize()
and share() with mpz_powm in Fig. 9b in comparison to Fig. 10f). Though the blowfish encryption
operates at a speed independently from the number
of bits used for the keys, we have to consider that
the secret sharing slows down for larger numbers
(see Fig. 9c). For reasonable key lengths we found
only a negligible effect on the secret sharing performance (see the row for identical features in Table 2).
In contrast to this result the impact on the initialization for secret sharing was significant, since larger
pseudo-random numbers need to be generated and
converted to mpz-numbers for the GMP library calls
(see the row for varying features in Table 2).
shared is able to operate on the same or on a remote
host as the pseudonymizer (see Table 3). Note that
there is a significant SSL-overhead if there is high
traffic between the pseudonymizer and a shared
connected to the loopback interface. We thus recommend to use Unix domain sockets to communicate with a local shared.
However, in practice the parameters will only in rare
cases reach values as high as shown in Fig. 9 and Fig.
10. In the next section we show that even in these

(a) Audit records

(b) Scenarios, events, audit components

(c) Features

(d) Features, parsing only

(e) Weight

(f) Threshold

Figure 10: Performance measurements of the pseudonymizer

(a) All web servers by hour of day

(b) All audit components by hour of day

(c) All web servers by day of month

(d) All audit components by day of month

Figure 11: Server statistics: audit records generated per hour
rare cases the performance of the pseudonymizer is
sufficient to cope with the audit record volume of a
large site.

25 users is logged on simultaneously. The main services provided by the machine are:
Web: 37 world accessible Apache web servers

4.3

How Fast is Fast?

To be able to judge whether our tools perform fast
enough in a real world server environment we evaluated syslog and Apache audit records from a central
server at the Center for Communication and Information Processing at the University of Dortmund.
The machine hardware consists of a SUN Ultra Enterprise 4000 with 3GB RAM, six Ultra SPARC
168MHz CPUs, three disk arrays totaling 396GB
and a 100Mbps full-duplex Fast-Ethernet uplink.
For backup services the machine is also connected
to an IBM 3494 storage tape roboter. The server
runs Solaris 7 and about 1050 users are registered,
which are employees and students of the University
of Dortmund. During working hours an average of

FTP: about 112000 transfers per month with a volume of 12GB
Email: about 45000 emails per month (SMTP,
IMAP, POP)
DBMS: one Oracle DBMS for several web applications and a Cambridge chemical structure DB
Education: education system ARCVIEW
Software: large compiled software archive for several platforms, exported per NFS
Backup: stores about 4.5 Terabytes of data of 450
clients
We evaluated all Apache access audit records collected over a period of 13 days for all 37 web servers
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Figure 12: The day when FTP went wild

Table 4: Maximum number of audit records generated per second
audit
number of audit records
component per hour
per second
Apache
33506
9.31
syslog
4956
1.38
P
38462
10.68

Related Work

Our tools can be applied to server log data in order
to hide information that may directly or indirectly
identify the users that accessed the server. There
are other well known services available to achieve
this at the price of installing some client-side software or requiring the user to perform additional
steps in order to achieve anonymity. More importantly, many of these anonymity tools do not provide for conditional identity recovery.

We noticed that in the later hours the maximum
syslog ar/h deviates significantly from the average
syslog ar/h. This is due to an abnormally high number of in.ftpd audit records at the 10th of December after 4pm (see Fig. 12). The root cause of this
event is out of the scope of this paper.

On the web the P3P framework helps users to match
their privacy requirements against the privacy policies of the sites they visit. The amount of personal data being divulged can be tailored to the
profile of the sites being visited [28]. Recent proposals support the user in the task of delivering real
and pseudonymized personal data by automating
the management of several virtual identities. These
are tailored for various different classes of situations
within which a user interacts with web sites [29].
While this approach allows for fine grained control over what personal data is revealed at the application layer, identifying information from lower
layer protocols is not protected. For this purpose
there are also many different anonymizing services
for accessing the web, such as the Anonymizer,
Anonymouse, Proxymate formerly known as LPWA,
Crowds, Onion Routing and JAP [30]. In addition to filtering the transmission wrt. personal data,
these services usually involve one or more intermediaries and aim at decoupling the client from the target server. Thus, identifying data is hidden before
it reaches the target server. Similar examples for
anonymous mail transfer are Anonymouse or remailers such as Cypherpunk and Mixmaster. Since the
techniques employed, f.i. MIXes, are entirely different from the ones used for pseudonymizing log data,
we do not go into the details here. These services are
surveyed and compared in [31, 32, 33]. For the same
reasons we do not consider services for anonymous
publishing, file sharing, voting and bidding. An introduction to basic privacy enhancing technologies
such as DC nets, MIX nets, anonymous credentials
and electronic payment is given in [32].

The crucial point here is, that the pseudonymizer
is able to keep up with the number of audit records
generated even in situations where some audit component generates an abnormally high number of audit records. See Table 4 for the maximum numbers
of audit records we measured.

The techniques mentioned above are conducted
under the control of the user himself and/or at
least one third party trusted by the user wrt.
anonymization. Thus, no trust is required in
the target service provider. On the other hand
these approaches require the user to take vari-

(see Fig. 11a and Fig. 11c). We have also evaluated all syslog audit records collected over a period
of four weeks (see Fig. 11b and Fig. 11d). The
syslog audit records were collected at other days
than the Apache audit records. The syslog audit
records are generated by the following audit components: sendmail, imapd, ipop3d, in.ftpd, in.lpd,
in.telnetd, in.rlogind, in.rshd, in.rexecd and
in.comsat.
For both, syslog and Apache we counted the number
of audit records written per hour (ar/h). For each
of the 24 hours of a day we determined the minimum, the maximum and the average ar/h over all
days for which we had audit data available (see Fig.
11a and Fig. 11b). For each of the days for which
we had audit data available we also determined the
minimum, the maximum and the average ar/h over
all hours of that day (see Fig. 11c and Fig. 11d).

ous actions to be able to communicate anonymously.
Pertinent legislation in various western countries requires providers of some classes of target services to
support anonymous use of their service. To comply with these requirements, service providers need
technical means, independent from actions their
clients may take to protect their privacy. Existing services based on Unix systems often record
personal data in log files. Reconfiguring the system such that it does not record certain kinds of
log events is not always an option. The information supplied by some log events may be mission
critical and may also contain personal data. One
straightforward and easily deployable approach is
to anonymize or pseudonymize identifying data after it has been collected, but before it is recorded in
log files.
The Anonymouse log file anonymizer [31] is implemented as a customizable Perl script that replaces
identifying information by default values or more
coarse values. Anonymized log files may still be
analyzed. In case some event happens, which requires further investigation wrt. the user’s identity,
it would be useful to be able to recover the original data, which has been anonymized. This feature is not supported by the Anonymouse log file
anonymizer. The situation is similar for the aforementioned MIX technologies. Indeed, even in the
case of misuse of a service by an anonymous user
it is infeasible for the provider or for investigating authorities to establish accountability. Contrary to this our tools provide for recoverability of
pseudonymized data under certain conditions.
Due to this property our work is strongly related to
privacy enhanced intrusion detection systems. Most
of these systems use pseudonymization to hide identifying information after it has been generated and
recorded in audit data. Some approaches have been
published for the Intrusion Detection and Avoidance system (IDA) [34, 35, 22, 32], the Adaptive
Intrusion Detection system (AID) [36, 22, 37, 32],
a Firewall audit analyzer [38] and for the Aachener
Network Intrusion Detection Architecture (ANIDA)
[39]. These approaches have been reviewed and
compared to our work in [1]. Intrusion detection
systems (IDS) do not only give warnings in case of
attacks, they also record evidence for further investigation. In case an attacker is to be prosecuted, it
is desirable to extract identifying information from
the recorded data. Privacy enhanced IDS support

the recovery of pseudonymized information. A common weakness of existing privacy enhanced IDS is
that they do not technically bind the recovery of
identifying information to a specific purpose such as
the investigation of a proceeding attack. Some privacy enhanced IDS require a third party to cooperate in the recovery process. The users have to trust
that party to allow recovery only for given legitimate purposes. Other privacy enhanced IDS provide no strong protection against recovery for other
purposes [1]. In contrast to this our tools instantly
allow for recovery of pseudonymized data if predefined conditions bound to a specific purpose are met,
but not otherwise.
Similar mechanisms are found in fair offline electronic payment systems. Such systems allow for
anonymous payment as long as no payment unit has
been spent more often than permitted. In the case
of double spending of an electronic coin, the perpetrator can be traced [40, 41, 42, 43]. Some of the
recovery techniques used are similar to the scheme
our approach employs. Others use group signatures
to achieve recoverability [44, 45].
Payment units in fair offline electronic payment
systems are also similar to anonymous credentials, which can be used for anonymous authentication [46, 47, 48, 49, 50]. Many schemes for
anonymous authentication support identity recovery while employing different techniques. Some
schemes [51, 52, 53, 54, 55] have been related to
our approach in [3]. Other recent work is described
in [56, 57, 58, 59]. Since the resources of the target
service are accessed using anonymous and pseudonymous credentials or payment units, the target service does not learn identifying information about
the users during authentication. The users do not
need to trust the target service provider regarding their anonymity. Also, malformed credentials,
which do not exhibit the properties required by the
target service can be rejected, avoiding further damage. On the other hand, before they can access any
target service anonymously, users need to register
with some third party to generate credentials and
payment units. Since no such infrastructure has
yet been widely adopted, in the meantime service
providers can pseudonymize log data to offer privacy enhanced service access.
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Conclusion

We motivated the need for technical enforcement of
privacy principles and surveyed related work on privacy enhancing technologies. Though many of the
related approaches allow for a strong trust model,
they require the user to take additional steps and/or
install client-side software. Also many approaches
require a widely accepted infrastructure for issuing and managing credentials and payment units.
None of these infrastructures is yet in widespread
use, i.e. service providers cannot adopt widely accepted standards.
In contrast to this situation service providers are
expected to respect and protect the privacy of
their clients. We supply tools that help to retrofit
privacy protection into existing Unix systems by
means of pseudonymization of identifying features
in audit data. Different from existing log file
anonymizers or privacy enhanced intrusion detection systems, our approach balances requirements
regarding anonymity and accountability. That is,
pseudonymized identifying features can be revealed
only if given definitions of scenarios requiring to
do so are satisfied, but not otherwise. A trusted
third party ensures that these scenarios meet the
requirements regarding anonymity and accountability. This party controls the technical components
that enforce the proper pseudonymization, such that
later on identifying features can be recovered.
We described the trust model and architecture of
the tools and gave some examples on their use. Then
we presented measurements of the performance of
the pseudonymizer. Finally we demonstrated measurements of the audit data volume generated by a
real world system, indicating that the performance
of the pseudonymizer should be sufficient for application at sites with even larger audit data volume.
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Using the configuration in Fig. 14 the client IP address features contained in the 16 event types a NIMDA scan generates are pseudonymized
with a weight of 5. Accordingly the threshold of the scenario associated
with these pseudonyms is set to 80, allowing for feature recovery after 16
NIMDA audit records have been processed by the reidentifier. The
client IP address features in all other audit records are pseudonymized
with a weight of 1, thus being recoverable after 80 audit records have
been processed by the reidentifier.

We show two different ways to pseudonymize the audit records in Fig.
13 (see Fig. 14 and Fig. 17). We only pseudonymize the first field in the
audit records in Fig. 13 containing the name or IP address of the client
machine. Some of the audit records in Fig. 13 show symptoms of attacks
a NIMDA worm at IP address 217.82.228.10 initiated. These attacks exploit several vulnerabilities in some web server implementations, but to
which our web server was not vulnerable.

In this appendix we show an example for pseudonymizing audit data
not generated via syslog, but by an Apache web server. We used the
redirector to deposit the audit records via syslog and pseudonymized
them the same way as other syslog audit records. For the sake of presentation we omitted the time stamp, host, audit component and the
respective process ID fields (TS, H, AC and PID in Fig. 2) in Fig. 13, 15,
16, 18 and Fig. 19. That is, we only retained the order of the audit records
and the message content fields (MSG in Fig. 2) containing the Apache audit records. We show only the audit records and configurations for the
access log data. In a real system other log data generated by Apache
would also have to be pseudonymized.

Appendix – Example Application

The pseudonyms are shown in Fig. 18. Note that due to the reduced
weight the pseudonyms in NIMDA audit records are not as long as in Fig.
15. The recovered IP address features in NIMDA audit records are shown
in Fig. 19. Since in Fig. 16 pseudonyms in NIMDA audit records are associated with scenario I1 and any pseudonyms for IP address 217.82.228.10
in non-NIMDA audit records are associated with scenario I2, the latter
would not be revealed.

There are several differences between the configurations in Fig. 14 and
Fig. 17. Firstly the IP address features in the NIMDA audit records are
associated with an other scenario (I1) than the ones in the non-NIMDA
audit records (I2). The result is, that even if the pseudonyms in NIMDA
records are recovered, the pseudonyms for the recovered IP address features in non-NIMDA audit records will not necessarily be recovered. Also
the threshold for NIMDA audit records now is adjustable separately from
the threshold of the non-NIMDA audit records. In contrast to the configuration in Fig. 14, using the configuration in Fig. 17 we can freely
adjust when non-NIMDA records will be recoverable. Additionally, we
can pseudonymize all IP address features with a weight of 1 now.

The pseudonyms are shown in Fig. 15. Note that due to their higher
weight the pseudonyms in NIMDA audit records are longer than the ones
in the other audit records. The recovered IP address features in NIMDA
audit records are shown in Fig. 16. Since all pseudonyms in Fig. 16 are
associated with the same scenario I1, any pseudonyms for IP address
217.82.228.10 in non-NIMDA audit records would also be revealed.

Figure 13: Sample audit records generated by Apache, which contain a NIMDA scan

pd9519434.dip.t-dialin.net - - [05/Nov/2001:01:11:17 +0100] "GET /issi/teaching/lectures/96ws/Informationssysteme/manual.html HTTP/1.0" 200 11804
pd9519434.dip.t-dialin.net - - [05/Nov/2001:01:11:20 +0100] "GET /issi/teaching/lectures/96ws/Informationssysteme/manual.css HTTP/1.0" 200 344
pd9004967.dip.t-dialin.net - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:13 +0100] "GET /issi/archive/literature/tech-reports/643.html HTTP/1.1" 200 8825
pd9519434.dip.t-dialin.net - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:14 +0100] "GET /ir/teaching/lectures/is_ws01-02/Uebungsblaetter/infos.pdf HTTP/1.0" 200 0
217.82.228.10 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:14 +0100] "GET /scripts/root.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 210 "-" "-"
217.82.228.10 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:14 +0100] "GET /MSADC/root.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 208 "-" "-"
pd9519434.dip.t-dialin.net - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:14 +0100] "GET /ir/teaching/lectures/is_ws01-02/Uebungsblaetter/infos.pdf HTTP/1.0" 206 0
pd9004967.dip.t-dialin.net - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:14 +0100] "GET /issi/archive/literature/tech-reports/643/unilab.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 1885
217.82.228.10 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:15 +0100] "GET /c/winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 218 "-" "-"
pd9519434.dip.t-dialin.net - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:15 +0100] "GET /ir/teaching/lectures/is_ws01-02/Uebungsblaetter/infos.pdf HTTP/1.0" 206 83588
p5087bfc7.dip.t-dialin.net - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:15 +0100] "GET /~magerste HTTP/1.0" 301 248
217.82.228.10 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:15 +0100] "GET /d/winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 218 "-" "-"
217.82.228.10 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:15 +0100] "GET /scripts/..%255c../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 232 "-" "-"
p5087bfc7.dip.t-dialin.net - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:16 +0100] "GET /~magerste/ HTTP/1.0" 200 844
217.82.228.10 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:16 +0100] "GET /_vti_bin/..%255c../..%255c../..%255c../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 249 "-" "-"
217.82.228.10 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:16 +0100] "GET /_mem_bin/..%255c../..%255c../..%255c../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 249 "-" "-"
pd9004967.dip.t-dialin.net - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:16 +0100] "GET /issi/archive/literature/tech-reports/643/unido.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 311
p5087bfc7.dip.t-dialin.net - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:17 +0100] "GET /icons/image2.gif HTTP/1.0" 200 309
217.82.228.10 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:17 +0100] "GET /msadc/..%255c../..%255c../..%255c/..%c1%1c../..%c1%1c../..%c1%1c../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 265 "-" "-"
217.82.228.10 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:17 +0100] "GET /scripts/..%c1%1c../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 231 "-" "-"
217.82.228.10 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:17 +0100] "GET /scripts/..%c0%2f../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 231 "-" "-"
217.82.228.10 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:17 +0100] "GET /scripts/..%c0%af../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 231 "-" "-"
p5087bfc7.dip.t-dialin.net - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:17 +0100] "GET /icons/blank.gif HTTP/1.0" 200 148
p5087bfc7.dip.t-dialin.net - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:18 +0100] "GET /~magerste/popel.jpg HTTP/1.0" 200 21994
217.82.228.10 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:18 +0100] "GET /scripts/..%c1%9c../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 231 "-" "-"
217.82.228.10 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:18 +0100] "GET /scripts/..%%35%63../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 400 215 "-" "-"
p5087bfc7.dip.t-dialin.net - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:18 +0100] "GET /~magerste/cocacola3.gif HTTP/1.0" 200 5970
217.82.228.10 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:19 +0100] "GET /scripts/..%%35c../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 400 215 "-" "-"
217.82.228.10 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:19 +0100] "GET /scripts/..%25%35%63../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 232 "-" "-"
217.82.228.10 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:19 +0100] "GET /scripts/..%252f../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 232 "-" "-"
p5087bfc7.dip.t-dialin.net - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:19 +0100] "GET /~magerste/cocacola2.gif HTTP/1.0" 200 16724
p5087bfc7.dip.t-dialin.net - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:20 +0100] "GET /~magerste/cam1.jpg HTTP/1.0" 200 9519

Figure 14: Sample configuration 1) for pseudonymizing Apache audit records, such as in Fig. 13

GROUP I1 THRESHOLD 80
FACILITY redirector EVENT ’.?GET \/c\/winnt\/system32\/cmd\.exe\?\/c\+dir HTTP\/’
LEFTFEATURE ’^’, RIGHTFEATURE ’ - - \[’ GROUP I1 WEIGHT const(5)
FACILITY redirector EVENT ’.?GET \/MSADC\/root\.exe\?\/c\+dir HTTP\/’
LEFTFEATURE ’^’, RIGHTFEATURE ’ - - \[’ GROUP I1 WEIGHT const(5)
FACILITY redirector EVENT ’.?GET \/d\/winnt\/system32\/cmd\.exe\?\/c\+dir HTTP\/’
LEFTFEATURE ’^’, RIGHTFEATURE ’ - - \[’ GROUP I1 WEIGHT const(5)
FACILITY redirector EVENT ’.?GET \/scripts\/\.\.%255c\.\.\/winnt\/system32\/cmd\.exe\?\/c\+dir HTTP\/’
LEFTFEATURE ’^’, RIGHTFEATURE ’ - - \[’ GROUP I1 WEIGHT const(5)
FACILITY redirector EVENT ’.?GET \/_vti_bin\/\.\.%255c\.\.\/\.\.%255c\.\.\/\.\.%255c\.\.\/winnt\/system32\/cmd\.exe\?\/c\+dir HTTP\/’
LEFTFEATURE ’^’, RIGHTFEATURE ’ - - \[’ GROUP I1 WEIGHT const(5)
FACILITY redirector EVENT ’.?GET \/_mem_bin\/\.\.%255c\.\.\/\.\.%255c\.\.\/\.\.%255c\.\.\/winnt\/system32\/cmd\.exe\?\/c\+dir HTTP\/’
LEFTFEATURE ’^’, RIGHTFEATURE ’ - - \[’ GROUP I1 WEIGHT const(5)
FACILITY redirector EVENT ’.?GET \/msadc\/\.\.%255c\.\.\/\.\.%255c\.\.\/\.\.%255c\/\.\.%c1%1c\.\.\/\.\.%c1%1c\.\.\/\.\.%c1%1c\.\.\/winnt\/system32\/cmd\.exe\?\/c\+dir HTTP\/’
LEFTFEATURE ’^’, RIGHTFEATURE ’ - - \[’ GROUP I1 WEIGHT const(5)
FACILITY redirector EVENT ’.?GET \/scripts\/\.\.%c1%1c\.\.\/winnt\/system32\/cmd\.exe\?\/c\+dir HTTP\/’
LEFTFEATURE ’^’, RIGHTFEATURE ’ - - \[’ GROUP I1 WEIGHT const(5)
FACILITY redirector EVENT ’.?GET \/scripts\/\.\.%c0%2f\.\.\/winnt\/system32\/cmd\.exe\?\/c\+dir HTTP\/’
LEFTFEATURE ’^’, RIGHTFEATURE ’ - - \[’ GROUP I1 WEIGHT const(5)
FACILITY redirector EVENT ’.?GET \/scripts\/\.\.%c0%af\.\.\/winnt\/system32\/cmd\.exe\?\/c\+dir HTTP\/’
LEFTFEATURE ’^’, RIGHTFEATURE ’ - - \[’ GROUP I1 WEIGHT const(5)
FACILITY redirector EVENT ’.?GET \/scripts\/\.\.%c1%9c\.\.\/winnt\/system32\/cmd\.exe\?\/c\+dir HTTP\/’
LEFTFEATURE ’^’, RIGHTFEATURE ’ - - \[’ GROUP I1 WEIGHT const(5)
FACILITY redirector EVENT ’.?GET \/scripts\/\.\.%%35%63\.\.\/winnt\/system32\/cmd\.exe\?\/c\+dir HTTP\/’
LEFTFEATURE ’^’, RIGHTFEATURE ’ - - \[’ GROUP I1 WEIGHT const(5)
FACILITY redirector EVENT ’.?GET \/scripts\/\.\.%%35c\.\.\/winnt\/system32\/cmd\.exe\?\/c\+dir HTTP\/’
LEFTFEATURE ’^’, RIGHTFEATURE ’ - - \[’ GROUP I1 WEIGHT const(5)
FACILITY redirector EVENT ’.?GET \/scripts\/\.\.%25%35%63\.\.\/winnt\/system32\/cmd\.exe\?\/c\+dir HTTP\/’
LEFTFEATURE ’^’, RIGHTFEATURE ’ - - \[’ GROUP I1 WEIGHT const(5)
FACILITY redirector EVENT ’.?GET \/scripts\/\.\.%252f\.\.\/winnt\/system32\/cmd\.exe\?\/c\+dir HTTP\/’
LEFTFEATURE ’^’, RIGHTFEATURE ’ - - \[’ GROUP I1 WEIGHT const(5)
FACILITY redirector EVENT ’.?GET \/scripts\/root\.exe\?\/c\+dir HTTP\/’
LEFTFEATURE ’^’, RIGHTFEATURE ’ - - \[’ GROUP I1 WEIGHT const(5)
FACILITY redirector EVENT ’.?GET (.*) HTTP\/’
LEFTFEATURE ’^’, RIGHTFEATURE ’ - - \[’ GROUP I1 WEIGHT const(1)

Figure 15: Sample audit records from Fig. 13 pseudonymized using configuration 1) in Fig.14

a1 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:11:17 +0100] "GET /issi/teaching/lectures/96ws/Informationssysteme/manual.html HTTP/1.0" 200 11804
a2 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:11:20 +0100] "GET /issi/teaching/lectures/96ws/Informationssysteme/manual.css HTTP/1.0" 200 344
a3 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:13 +0100] "GET /issi/archive/literature/tech-reports/643.html HTTP/1.1" 200 8825
a4 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:14 +0100] "GET /ir/teaching/lectures/is_ws01-02/Uebungsblaetter/infos.pdf HTTP/1.0" 200 0
a5 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:14 +0100] "GET /scripts/root.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 210 "-" "-"
a6 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:14 +0100] "GET /MSADC/root.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 208 "-" "-"
a7 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:14 +0100] "GET /ir/teaching/lectures/is_ws01-02/Uebungsblaetter/infos.pdf HTTP/1.0" 206 0
a8 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:14 +0100] "GET /issi/archive/literature/tech-reports/643/unilab.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 1885
a9 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:15 +0100] "GET /c/winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 218 "-" "-"
a10 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:15 +0100] "GET /ir/teaching/lectures/is_ws01-02/Uebungsblaetter/infos.pdf HTTP/1.0" 206 83588
a11 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:15 +0100] "GET /~magerste HTTP/1.0" 301 248
a12 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:15 +0100] "GET /d/winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 218 "-" "-"
a13 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:15 +0100] "GET /scripts/..%255c../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 232 "-" "-"
a14 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:16 +0100] "GET /~magerste/ HTTP/1.0" 200 844
a15 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:16 +0100] "GET /_vti_bin/..%255c../..%255c../..%255c../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 249 "-" "-"
a16 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:16 +0100] "GET /_mem_bin/..%255c../..%255c../..%255c../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 249 "-" "-"
a17 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:16 +0100] "GET /issi/archive/literature/tech-reports/643/unido.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 311
a18 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:17 +0100] "GET /icons/image2.gif HTTP/1.0" 200 309
a19 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:17 +0100] "GET /msadc/..%255c../..%255c../..%255c/..%c1%1c../..%c1%1c../..%c1%1c../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 265 "-" "-"
a20 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:17 +0100] "GET /scripts/..%c1%1c../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 231 "-" "-"
a21 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:17 +0100] "GET /scripts/..%c0%2f../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 231 "-" "-"
a22 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:17 +0100] "GET /scripts/..%c0%af../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 231 "-" "-"
a23 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:17 +0100] "GET /icons/blank.gif HTTP/1.0" 200 148
a24 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:18 +0100] "GET /~magerste/popel.jpg HTTP/1.0" 200 21994
a25 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:18 +0100] "GET /scripts/..%c1%9c../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 231 "-" "-"
a26 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:18 +0100] "GET /scripts/..%%35%63../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 400 215 "-" "-"
a27 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:18 +0100] "GET /~magerste/cocacola3.gif HTTP/1.0" 200 5970
a28 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:19 +0100] "GET /scripts/..%%35c../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 400 215 "-" "-"
a29 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:19 +0100] "GET /scripts/..%25%35%63../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 232 "-" "-"
a30 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:19 +0100] "GET /scripts/..%252f../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 232 "-" "-"
a31 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:19 +0100] "GET /~magerste/cocacola2.gif HTTP/1.0" 200 16724
a32 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:20 +0100] "GET /~magerste/cam1.jpg HTTP/1.0" 200 9519
Short=a1 Long=U1OMvwFCPlkVNDj_lSKr8w:1:7Eu59aI8FQEryoQGJHIprU9RvV1vnevU1w1k Group=I1
Short=a2 Long=5JDMjaZdMV4MjCTRgJBA0w:2:7Eu59aI8FQEryoQGJHIprU9RvV1vnevU1w1k Group=I1
Short=a3 Long=EJ09GJbgR3IMnVKOW5IZZg:1:6UBlkZzFW!Dj3X_7d2KV5cQWavS!WVOZUtNH Group=I1
Short=a4 Long=1jKtPmzNeuf6ZW!GKZr4tA:3:7Eu59aI8FQEryoQGJHIprU9RvV1vnevU1w1k Group=I1
Short=a5 Long=8akiD3!LN8ndCwcqyW3gFA:1:guZh3iTmKs7UYvL9tNt1kw:2:dIhCjutWdFjCPD3yXeYtdA:3:peroQEqMRY4WFvVbAJpmSg:4:UL!PtiOdmZDVDx1fggYjNg:5:57ywFJVt4vEp5ld4en0 Group=I1
Short=a6 Long=pQ7EVdVMa5gSmcGWVCnixA:6:HUjyIzyO7BGkz42pQc8ESg:7:zIB4RtHixvxdfDtf11BS1Q:8:qVKsTtkQsoFURrcK85!BCA:9:6iZNbbAH3iumbH0t84D_uA:a:57ywFJVt4vEp5ld4en0 Group=I1
Short=a7 Long=B5VS78wDTB1OQCcuzE8yKQ:4:7Eu59aI8FQEryoQGJHIprU9RvV1vnevU1w1k Group=I1
Short=a8 Long=odp85zv7OncD9T5hRv_uRg:2:6UBlkZzFW!Dj3X_7d2KV5cQWavS!WVOZUtNH Group=I1
Short=a9 Long=D_Z25GQJaQrWIklonTLNvg:b:l!tclNMPodNL7H4cYez6jg:c:VhKTLlX_jEhvJLi3y_dulg:d:FrrJw6n5Fr4USRIKcdc0lg:e:MramrycQkMnCilDF4zr0!g:f:57ywFJVt4vEp5ld4en0 Group=I1
Short=a10 Long=smo6ZaUUoCANOE8zTbrudg:5:7Eu59aI8FQEryoQGJHIprU9RvV1vnevU1w1k Group=I1
Short=a11 Long=RnRjPB4NkHaEQ3ja!Q644A:1:!vZ7EXaWwh7rO!3VPjhJokgoROnkarch610X Group=I1
Short=a12 Long=6IN0F9ee9L0bcVSeEHCn9g:10:aKmj06ZsdLyZUCvLjYNOdA:11:yWIaK8EpZYS_P27NBMBIkA:12:lyvkfFLzUl1Ep2F9AC4_KQ:13:rXZaXTYlROJpVPsnVy2nqw:14:57ywFJVt4vEp5ld4en0 Group=I1
Short=a13 Long=USpl50kHmH0EvYcJuIp82w:15:fip1J7VsUEMoXLasqpqcoA:16:nwwbu0aVdVwkY26WD9SILQ:17:OCyGs5OzFXj!ybzcfMacEA:18:BPiE2BqYidCFLvUvXjXELA:19:57ywFJVt4vEp5ld4en0 Group=I1
Short=a14 Long=17GjCsMog3t7m2St6HxNwA:2:!vZ7EXaWwh7rO!3VPjhJokgoROnkarch610X Group=I1
Short=a15 Long=!04wMS8cxP9Dy4yxmYT!AQ:1a:HorZvFCffSrEIlrLgBL5BQ:1b:g0i4vM_RreaLv5Heyi7oXg:1c:IWXtK9XFJ_wOUDACB5r0TA:1d:_Tuq5tFlAo1lh79jDHo0FA:1e:57ywFJVt4vEp5ld4en0 Group=I1
Short=a16 Long=!Wh7vkmRrQ7noKM1tY4JNg:1f:pKr_iqcO4p!deswJX2ZbUg:20:b0knSdCgp6Oq64!XLyyDng:21:Lqjs7IAsYI809KJ5OVj4EQ:22:nGBPdjSGy_lszoKQEHRvtg:23:57ywFJVt4vEp5ld4en0 Group=I1
Short=a17 Long=k3xdmAJrhADxzolV8ApmJw:3:6UBlkZzFW!Dj3X_7d2KV5cQWavS!WVOZUtNH Group=I1
Short=a18 Long=yVODu4mYzQVpdK_ikYcFoQ:3:!vZ7EXaWwh7rO!3VPjhJokgoROnkarch610X Group=I1
Short=a19 Long=RoSDxJMGmRc2YUi24P_pfA:24:12FjwrLG2pSsfo193c8o1A:25:ns5r71Ly_nam3f2KbjR1wg:26:0TeRf1om49NcqStOWRsKyQ:27:uI5BuYRgmtnbq2LXQxfQqA:28:57ywFJVt4vEp5ld4en0 Group=I1
Short=a20 Long=gxZODt_ef8NS_A!_w7MnvA:29:WXvYntVabPARwCDEXmrsDA:2a:U8GCj7u3v_WErBeIhYcdvw:2b:IkzZsvw6utasZ4BtjHEjNg:2c:KUIWsevVc8GtRPLZK!Q8rA:2d:57ywFJVt4vEp5ld4en0 Group=I1
Short=a21 Long=N9JwUYx6hlGYfRdTmTd4IA:2e:l15FE2ZNnxZy5hq5f4ojiA:2f:Opu0S6mDk0bkFzDDvgF!cQ:30:i9KAPSjSclBDT5mLyAf84A:31:jdU2t59_WbSJYLJbrEoYqw:32:57ywFJVt4vEp5ld4en0 Group=I1
Short=a22 Long=JdKgOhwfrOZB63BBY!9cZw:33:YiY6vLs1CGHmAdS79IhBig:34:eUsNKDy_S1zPaKT4NyOZQA:35:T_hK9K!RqSveh3KUK!jZkA:36:ymHX6CndmX6cCosNcymTtg:37:57ywFJVt4vEp5ld4en0 Group=I1
Short=a23 Long=_rYpbOjOnjq9T2cLNDs_dw:4:!vZ7EXaWwh7rO!3VPjhJokgoROnkarch610X Group=I1
Short=a24 Long=pYsQ4sHf8j18R48Ptab7Yw:5:!vZ7EXaWwh7rO!3VPjhJokgoROnkarch610X Group=I1
Short=a25 Long=XOjiZc4d1ibE1bqJ3!p9Gg:38:S8z4VBeURfLe1DQBanJfeQ:39:Ny5ZDG4cIenl2k9AbcRvZg:3a:mylEAI0J9dpJ8YSkph9!hw:3b:TIBSqLAtNpgBzy8hTV63_g:3c:57ywFJVt4vEp5ld4en0 Group=I1
Short=a26 Long=wCPVGrI_c6f9R1JMGca_cw:3d:CMNlugFCoXOjC2PK!nrEpg:3e:HAceIz3Q9D_MMry9PFn0Xw:3f:FAZWUDQHowupkReIva4FFw:40:t3jLaa8g0IOz73Z5kfx6tA:41:57ywFJVt4vEp5ld4en0 Group=I1
Short=a27 Long=_doFgnOOxES50jNGh8q68Q:6:!vZ7EXaWwh7rO!3VPjhJokgoROnkarch610X Group=I1
Short=a28 Long=jG9P3FNrDzHAlCkjc2_Gcw:42:NhbptlMhqyFXyweuIrkmpA:43:my91XNU8WqhMrzMFVF4R_w:44:Dxporf_5Rp8eEwk7bKJ9TA:45:zlfIgrZjymv6ORxprlO21w:46:57ywFJVt4vEp5ld4en0 Group=I1
Short=a29 Long=nabxvDaKwpYRyOfsOHguAA:47:6t2trogBfnODUhlid!qJ6A:48:xX539z09vUhqBCysCQxZVQ:49:3rAYJuWEsnfbcoxwfH54zQ:4a:PfvbILOHhC4qTEduG2xMxA:4b:57ywFJVt4vEp5ld4en0 Group=I1
Short=a30 Long=vVVL1N!7G88DNhfi!gn0mg:4c:JpsJiifl5aFlQBSDntwUag:4d:JqGpD8PaRfsOiy!PIySQ4w:4e:tdTEkIpfOrF_barTzy_8Lg:4f:7rUNfeW!lFzt5jzLRkgfCg:50:57ywFJVt4vEp5ld4en0 Group=I1
Short=a31 Long=chQzT9rRRL5MB!9ZdW!cdw:7:!vZ7EXaWwh7rO!3VPjhJokgoROnkarch610X Group=I1
Short=a32 Long=IUu5c3AlH6kEtK0QCvEroQ:8:!vZ7EXaWwh7rO!3VPjhJokgoROnkarch610X Group=I1

Figure 16: Sample audit records from Fig. 15 with recovered features

a1 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:11:17 +0100] "GET /issi/teaching/lectures/96ws/Informationssysteme/manual.html HTTP/1.0" 200 11804
a2 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:11:20 +0100] "GET /issi/teaching/lectures/96ws/Informationssysteme/manual.css HTTP/1.0" 200 344
a3 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:13 +0100] "GET /issi/archive/literature/tech-reports/643.html HTTP/1.1" 200 8825
a4 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:14 +0100] "GET /ir/teaching/lectures/is_ws01-02/Uebungsblaetter/infos.pdf HTTP/1.0" 200 0
217.82.228.10 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:14 +0100] "GET /scripts/root.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 210 "-" "-"
217.82.228.10 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:14 +0100] "GET /MSADC/root.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 208 "-" "-"
a7 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:14 +0100] "GET /ir/teaching/lectures/is_ws01-02/Uebungsblaetter/infos.pdf HTTP/1.0" 206 0
a8 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:14 +0100] "GET /issi/archive/literature/tech-reports/643/unilab.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 1885
217.82.228.10 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:15 +0100] "GET /c/winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 218 "-" "-"
a10 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:15 +0100] "GET /ir/teaching/lectures/is_ws01-02/Uebungsblaetter/infos.pdf HTTP/1.0" 206 83588
a11 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:15 +0100] "GET /~magerste HTTP/1.0" 301 248
217.82.228.10 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:15 +0100] "GET /d/winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 218 "-" "-"
217.82.228.10 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:15 +0100] "GET /scripts/..%255c../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 232 "-" "-"
a14 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:16 +0100] "GET /~magerste/ HTTP/1.0" 200 844
217.82.228.10 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:16 +0100] "GET /_vti_bin/..%255c../..%255c../..%255c../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 249 "-" "-"
217.82.228.10 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:16 +0100] "GET /_mem_bin/..%255c../..%255c../..%255c../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 249 "-" "-"
a17 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:16 +0100] "GET /issi/archive/literature/tech-reports/643/unido.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 311
a18 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:17 +0100] "GET /icons/image2.gif HTTP/1.0" 200 309
217.82.228.10 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:17 +0100] "GET /msadc/..%255c../..%255c../..%255c/..%c1%1c../..%c1%1c../..%c1%1c../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 265 "-" "-"
217.82.228.10 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:17 +0100] "GET /scripts/..%c1%1c../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 231 "-" "-"
217.82.228.10 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:17 +0100] "GET /scripts/..%c0%2f../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 231 "-" "-"
217.82.228.10 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:17 +0100] "GET /scripts/..%c0%af../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 231 "-" "-"
a23 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:17 +0100] "GET /icons/blank.gif HTTP/1.0" 200 148
a24 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:18 +0100] "GET /~magerste/popel.jpg HTTP/1.0" 200 21994
217.82.228.10 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:18 +0100] "GET /scripts/..%c1%9c../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 231 "-" "-"
217.82.228.10 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:18 +0100] "GET /scripts/..%%35%63../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 400 215 "-" "-"
a27 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:18 +0100] "GET /~magerste/cocacola3.gif HTTP/1.0" 200 5970
217.82.228.10 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:19 +0100] "GET /scripts/..%%35c../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 400 215 "-" "-"
217.82.228.10 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:19 +0100] "GET /scripts/..%25%35%63../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 232 "-" "-"
217.82.228.10 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:19 +0100] "GET /scripts/..%252f../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 232 "-" "-"
a31 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:19 +0100] "GET /~magerste/cocacola2.gif HTTP/1.0" 200 16724
a32 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:20 +0100] "GET /~magerste/cam1.jpg HTTP/1.0" 200 9519
Short=a1 Long=U1OMvwFCPlkVNDj_lSKr8w:1:7Eu59aI8FQEryoQGJHIprU9RvV1vnevU1w1k Group=I1
Short=a2 Long=5JDMjaZdMV4MjCTRgJBA0w:2:7Eu59aI8FQEryoQGJHIprU9RvV1vnevU1w1k Group=I1
Short=a3 Long=EJ09GJbgR3IMnVKOW5IZZg:1:6UBlkZzFW!Dj3X_7d2KV5cQWavS!WVOZUtNH Group=I1
Short=a4 Long=1jKtPmzNeuf6ZW!GKZr4tA:3:7Eu59aI8FQEryoQGJHIprU9RvV1vnevU1w1k Group=I1
Short=a7 Long=B5VS78wDTB1OQCcuzE8yKQ:4:7Eu59aI8FQEryoQGJHIprU9RvV1vnevU1w1k Group=I1
Short=a8 Long=odp85zv7OncD9T5hRv_uRg:2:6UBlkZzFW!Dj3X_7d2KV5cQWavS!WVOZUtNH Group=I1
Short=a10 Long=smo6ZaUUoCANOE8zTbrudg:5:7Eu59aI8FQEryoQGJHIprU9RvV1vnevU1w1k Group=I1
Short=a11 Long=RnRjPB4NkHaEQ3ja!Q644A:1:!vZ7EXaWwh7rO!3VPjhJokgoROnkarch610X Group=I1
Short=a14 Long=17GjCsMog3t7m2St6HxNwA:2:!vZ7EXaWwh7rO!3VPjhJokgoROnkarch610X Group=I1
Short=a17 Long=k3xdmAJrhADxzolV8ApmJw:3:6UBlkZzFW!Dj3X_7d2KV5cQWavS!WVOZUtNH Group=I1
Short=a18 Long=yVODu4mYzQVpdK_ikYcFoQ:3:!vZ7EXaWwh7rO!3VPjhJokgoROnkarch610X Group=I1
Short=a23 Long=_rYpbOjOnjq9T2cLNDs_dw:4:!vZ7EXaWwh7rO!3VPjhJokgoROnkarch610X Group=I1
Short=a24 Long=pYsQ4sHf8j18R48Ptab7Yw:5:!vZ7EXaWwh7rO!3VPjhJokgoROnkarch610X Group=I1
Short=a27 Long=_doFgnOOxES50jNGh8q68Q:6:!vZ7EXaWwh7rO!3VPjhJokgoROnkarch610X Group=I1
Short=a31 Long=chQzT9rRRL5MB!9ZdW!cdw:7:!vZ7EXaWwh7rO!3VPjhJokgoROnkarch610X Group=I1
Short=a32 Long=IUu5c3AlH6kEtK0QCvEroQ:8:!vZ7EXaWwh7rO!3VPjhJokgoROnkarch610X Group=I1

Figure 17: Sample configuration 2) for pseudonymizing Apache audit records, such as in Fig. 13

GROUP I1 THRESHOLD 16
GROUP I2 THRESHOLD 100
FACILITY redirector EVENT ’.?GET \/MSADC\/root\.exe\?\/c\+dir HTTP\/’
LEFTFEATURE ’^’, RIGHTFEATURE ’ - - \[’ GROUP I1 WEIGHT const(1)
FACILITY redirector EVENT ’.?GET \/c\/winnt\/system32\/cmd\.exe\?\/c\+dir HTTP\/’
LEFTFEATURE ’^’, RIGHTFEATURE ’ - - \[’ GROUP I1 WEIGHT const(1)
FACILITY redirector EVENT ’.?GET \/d\/winnt\/system32\/cmd\.exe\?\/c\+dir HTTP\/’
LEFTFEATURE ’^’, RIGHTFEATURE ’ - - \[’ GROUP I1 WEIGHT const(1)
FACILITY redirector EVENT ’.?GET \/scripts\/\.\.%255c\.\.\/winnt\/system32\/cmd\.exe\?\/c\+dir HTTP\/’
LEFTFEATURE ’^’, RIGHTFEATURE ’ - - \[’ GROUP I1 WEIGHT const(1)
FACILITY redirector EVENT ’.?GET \/_vti_bin\/\.\.%255c\.\.\/\.\.%255c\.\.\/\.\.%255c\.\.\/winnt\/system32\/cmd\.exe\?\/c\+dir HTTP\/’
LEFTFEATURE ’^’, RIGHTFEATURE ’ - - \[’ GROUP I1 WEIGHT const(1)
FACILITY redirector EVENT ’.?GET \/_mem_bin\/\.\.%255c\.\.\/\.\.%255c\.\.\/\.\.%255c\.\.\/winnt\/system32\/cmd\.exe\?\/c\+dir HTTP\/’
LEFTFEATURE ’^’, RIGHTFEATURE ’ - - \[’ GROUP I1 WEIGHT const(1)
FACILITY redirector EVENT ’.?GET \/msadc\/\.\.%255c\.\.\/\.\.%255c\.\.\/\.\.%255c\/\.\.%c1%1c\.\.\/\.\.%c1%1c\.\.\/\.\.%c1%1c\.\.\/winnt\/system32\/cmd\.exe\?\/c\+dir HTTP\/’
LEFTFEATURE ’^’, RIGHTFEATURE ’ - - \[’ GROUP I1 WEIGHT const(1)
FACILITY redirector EVENT ’.?GET \/scripts\/\.\.%c1%1c\.\.\/winnt\/system32\/cmd\.exe\?\/c\+dir HTTP\/’
LEFTFEATURE ’^’, RIGHTFEATURE ’ - - \[’ GROUP I1 WEIGHT const(1)
FACILITY redirector EVENT ’.?GET \/scripts\/\.\.%c0%2f\.\.\/winnt\/system32\/cmd\.exe\?\/c\+dir HTTP\/’
LEFTFEATURE ’^’, RIGHTFEATURE ’ - - \[’ GROUP I1 WEIGHT const(1)
FACILITY redirector EVENT ’.?GET \/scripts\/\.\.%c0%af\.\.\/winnt\/system32\/cmd\.exe\?\/c\+dir HTTP\/’
LEFTFEATURE ’^’, RIGHTFEATURE ’ - - \[’ GROUP I1 WEIGHT const(1)
FACILITY redirector EVENT ’.?GET \/scripts\/\.\.%c1%9c\.\.\/winnt\/system32\/cmd\.exe\?\/c\+dir HTTP\/’
LEFTFEATURE ’^’, RIGHTFEATURE ’ - - \[’ GROUP I1 WEIGHT const(1)
FACILITY redirector EVENT ’.?GET \/scripts\/\.\.%%35%63\.\.\/winnt\/system32\/cmd\.exe\?\/c\+dir HTTP\/’
LEFTFEATURE ’^’, RIGHTFEATURE ’ - - \[’ GROUP I1 WEIGHT const(1)
FACILITY redirector EVENT ’.?GET \/scripts\/\.\.%%35c\.\.\/winnt\/system32\/cmd\.exe\?\/c\+dir HTTP\/’
LEFTFEATURE ’^’, RIGHTFEATURE ’ - - \[’ GROUP I1 WEIGHT const(1)
FACILITY redirector EVENT ’.?GET \/scripts\/\.\.%25%35%63\.\.\/winnt\/system32\/cmd\.exe\?\/c\+dir HTTP\/’
LEFTFEATURE ’^’, RIGHTFEATURE ’ - - \[’ GROUP I1 WEIGHT const(1)
FACILITY redirector EVENT ’.?GET \/scripts\/\.\.%252f\.\.\/winnt\/system32\/cmd\.exe\?\/c\+dir HTTP\/’
LEFTFEATURE ’^’, RIGHTFEATURE ’ - - \[’ GROUP I1 WEIGHT const(1)
FACILITY redirector EVENT ’.?GET \/scripts\/root\.exe\?\/c\+dir HTTP\/’
LEFTFEATURE ’^’, RIGHTFEATURE ’ - - \[’ GROUP I1 WEIGHT const(1)
FACILITY redirector EVENT ’.?GET (.*) HTTP\/’
LEFTFEATURE ’^’, RIGHTFEATURE ’ - - \[’ GROUP I2 WEIGHT const(1)

Figure 18: Sample audit records from Fig. 13 pseudonymized using configuration 2) in Fig.17

a1 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:11:17 +0100] "GET /issi/teaching/lectures/96ws/Informationssysteme/manual.html HTTP/1.0" 200 11804
a2 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:11:20 +0100] "GET /issi/teaching/lectures/96ws/Informationssysteme/manual.css HTTP/1.0" 200 344
a3 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:13 +0100] "GET /issi/archive/literature/tech-reports/643.html HTTP/1.1" 200 8825
a4 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:14 +0100] "GET /ir/teaching/lectures/is_ws01-02/Uebungsblaetter/infos.pdf HTTP/1.0" 200 0
a5 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:14 +0100] "GET /scripts/root.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 210 "-" "-"
a6 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:14 +0100] "GET /MSADC/root.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 208 "-" "-"
a7 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:14 +0100] "GET /ir/teaching/lectures/is_ws01-02/Uebungsblaetter/infos.pdf HTTP/1.0" 206 0
a8 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:14 +0100] "GET /issi/archive/literature/tech-reports/643/unilab.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 1885
a9 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:15 +0100] "GET /c/winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 218 "-" "-"
a10 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:15 +0100] "GET /ir/teaching/lectures/is_ws01-02/Uebungsblaetter/infos.pdf HTTP/1.0" 206 83588
a11 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:15 +0100] "GET /~magerste HTTP/1.0" 301 248
a12 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:15 +0100] "GET /d/winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 218 "-" "-"
a13 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:15 +0100] "GET /scripts/..%255c../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 232 "-" "-"
a14 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:16 +0100] "GET /~magerste/ HTTP/1.0" 200 844
a15 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:16 +0100] "GET /_vti_bin/..%255c../..%255c../..%255c../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 249 "-" "-"
a16 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:16 +0100] "GET /_mem_bin/..%255c../..%255c../..%255c../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 249 "-" "-"
a17 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:16 +0100] "GET /issi/archive/literature/tech-reports/643/unido.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 311
a18 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:17 +0100] "GET /icons/image2.gif HTTP/1.0" 200 309
a19 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:17 +0100] "GET /msadc/..%255c../..%255c../..%255c/..%c1%1c../..%c1%1c../..%c1%1c../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 265 "-" "-"
a20 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:17 +0100] "GET /scripts/..%c1%1c../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 231 "-" "-"
a21 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:17 +0100] "GET /scripts/..%c0%2f../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 231 "-" "-"
a22 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:17 +0100] "GET /scripts/..%c0%af../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 231 "-" "-"
a23 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:17 +0100] "GET /icons/blank.gif HTTP/1.0" 200 148
a24 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:18 +0100] "GET /~magerste/popel.jpg HTTP/1.0" 200 21994
a25 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:18 +0100] "GET /scripts/..%c1%9c../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 231 "-" "-"
a26 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:18 +0100] "GET /scripts/..%%35%63../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 400 215 "-" "-"
a27 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:18 +0100] "GET /~magerste/cocacola3.gif HTTP/1.0" 200 5970
a28 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:19 +0100] "GET /scripts/..%%35c../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 400 215 "-" "-"
a29 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:19 +0100] "GET /scripts/..%25%35%63../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 232 "-" "-"
a30 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:19 +0100] "GET /scripts/..%252f../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 232 "-" "-"
a31 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:19 +0100] "GET /~magerste/cocacola2.gif HTTP/1.0" 200 16724
a32 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:20 +0100] "GET /~magerste/cam1.jpg HTTP/1.0" 200 9519
Short=a1 Long=FnIV0flgpm3Ml0QZbmZSKg:1:4aJtIJ0AHWauxrbr8_6z6l2ZRtUPvja7FvEH Group=I2
Short=a2 Long=NtMFb8eFT65NKkJyHDgDfA:2:4aJtIJ0AHWauxrbr8_6z6l2ZRtUPvja7FvEH Group=I2
Short=a3 Long=4qBNWllauKATwqtpgKUZVw:1:FFWEV7tll5GgVHA98V!grFPiaWU44RThYHXJ Group=I2
Short=a4 Long=UIoZWKLQ8oh3B!M2z02Kww:3:4aJtIJ0AHWauxrbr8_6z6l2ZRtUPvja7FvEH Group=I2
Short=a5 Long=G7KdCMPxTfc0_u9gLX8rRQ:1:wjjArj_FdL9UMxkqW5E Group=I1
Short=a6 Long=Pq6iZo117oikBrqFz4_IVQ:2:wjjArj_FdL9UMxkqW5E Group=I1
Short=a7 Long=hdNyJJF6mwLZco4S2RQTzg:4:4aJtIJ0AHWauxrbr8_6z6l2ZRtUPvja7FvEH Group=I2
Short=a8 Long=AwE8_Cd!YeCUVanCLnbLSA:2:FFWEV7tll5GgVHA98V!grFPiaWU44RThYHXJ Group=I2
Short=a9 Long=UHOMKtbqHufx0lpql_K4Hw:3:wjjArj_FdL9UMxkqW5E Group=I1
Short=a10 Long=8PvF06Sc9sMhAXyD31S2Iw:5:4aJtIJ0AHWauxrbr8_6z6l2ZRtUPvja7FvEH Group=I2
Short=a11 Long=hYfKTIUzz4nEK3GoDUQIHg:1:dUpDGcysnqnY1a1rzBOPna6Zb_SeqQDoUwzh Group=I2
Short=a12 Long=n_3jp91RrdkD4kt6FW5CoQ:4:wjjArj_FdL9UMxkqW5E Group=I1
Short=a13 Long=diiIzxR!OjLyZj9TfMkswA:5:wjjArj_FdL9UMxkqW5E Group=I1
Short=a14 Long=pei56lNYeMpEvnAAuxW5cA:2:dUpDGcysnqnY1a1rzBOPna6Zb_SeqQDoUwzh Group=I2
Short=a15 Long=wZTWOai0htk1bI1JhWMckw:6:wjjArj_FdL9UMxkqW5E Group=I1
Short=a16 Long=tbtEU_v8r299M!Kj6gsPxQ:7:wjjArj_FdL9UMxkqW5E Group=I1
Short=a17 Long=HLhQ4QLLBLq_M1qG4YxSjw:3:FFWEV7tll5GgVHA98V!grFPiaWU44RThYHXJ Group=I2
Short=a18 Long=v5!N0y6kG6RunCDFbitAtw:3:dUpDGcysnqnY1a1rzBOPna6Zb_SeqQDoUwzh Group=I2
Short=a19 Long=ZasVgHpbpqG5PvStk0Cl6g:8:wjjArj_FdL9UMxkqW5E Group=I1
Short=a20 Long=TrwS9u5YgEd1CpYH8n4iIA:9:wjjArj_FdL9UMxkqW5E Group=I1
Short=a21 Long=1VJ8YYM_nYe754pSSCTB7w:a:wjjArj_FdL9UMxkqW5E Group=I1
Short=a22 Long=45CbAYk0GE5FRE4WrWbI!Q:b:wjjArj_FdL9UMxkqW5E Group=I1
Short=a23 Long=9Okmnx1NxB7RBruhd!HJwg:4:dUpDGcysnqnY1a1rzBOPna6Zb_SeqQDoUwzh Group=I2
Short=a24 Long=YBF6TjBwH98YlaoSfjJstg:5:dUpDGcysnqnY1a1rzBOPna6Zb_SeqQDoUwzh Group=I2
Short=a25 Long=vsvod_sSGR1hO5vvmlFnSw:c:wjjArj_FdL9UMxkqW5E Group=I1
Short=a26 Long=FxnrWeDZE20TOqaJjBLXcQ:d:wjjArj_FdL9UMxkqW5E Group=I1
Short=a27 Long=0qqBSe24GZ60HrfWk_KVgg:6:dUpDGcysnqnY1a1rzBOPna6Zb_SeqQDoUwzh Group=I2
Short=a28 Long=MtmrfICDlMp3FuqLwhC4DQ:e:wjjArj_FdL9UMxkqW5E Group=I1
Short=a29 Long=p_7_vtFOBFg3nPcgMLbsXg:f:wjjArj_FdL9UMxkqW5E Group=I1
Short=a30 Long=dbd3UCd2do0RnCfQxEvU5Q:10:wjjArj_FdL9UMxkqW5E Group=I1
Short=a31 Long=rqcmomLmiLZo4maagT6Ezg:7:dUpDGcysnqnY1a1rzBOPna6Zb_SeqQDoUwzh Group=I2
Short=a32 Long=0PmatKb_QeNZfEl3v0X9rA:8:dUpDGcysnqnY1a1rzBOPna6Zb_SeqQDoUwzh Group=I2

Figure 19: Sample pseudonymized audit records from Fig. 18 with recovered features

a1 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:11:17 +0100] "GET /issi/teaching/lectures/96ws/Informationssysteme/manual.html HTTP/1.0" 200 11804
a2 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:11:20 +0100] "GET /issi/teaching/lectures/96ws/Informationssysteme/manual.css HTTP/1.0" 200 344
a3 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:13 +0100] "GET /issi/archive/literature/tech-reports/643.html HTTP/1.1" 200 8825
a4 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:14 +0100] "GET /ir/teaching/lectures/is_ws01-02/Uebungsblaetter/infos.pdf HTTP/1.0" 200 0
217.82.228.10 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:14 +0100] "GET /scripts/root.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 210 "-" "-"
217.82.228.10 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:14 +0100] "GET /MSADC/root.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 208 "-" "-"
a7 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:14 +0100] "GET /ir/teaching/lectures/is_ws01-02/Uebungsblaetter/infos.pdf HTTP/1.0" 206 0
a8 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:14 +0100] "GET /issi/archive/literature/tech-reports/643/unilab.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 1885
217.82.228.10 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:15 +0100] "GET /c/winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 218 "-" "-"
a10 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:15 +0100] "GET /ir/teaching/lectures/is_ws01-02/Uebungsblaetter/infos.pdf HTTP/1.0" 206 83588
a11 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:15 +0100] "GET /~magerste HTTP/1.0" 301 248
217.82.228.10 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:15 +0100] "GET /d/winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 218 "-" "-"
217.82.228.10 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:15 +0100] "GET /scripts/..%255c../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 232 "-" "-"
a14 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:16 +0100] "GET /~magerste/ HTTP/1.0" 200 844
217.82.228.10 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:16 +0100] "GET /_vti_bin/..%255c../..%255c../..%255c../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 249 "-" "-"
217.82.228.10 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:16 +0100] "GET /_mem_bin/..%255c../..%255c../..%255c../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 249 "-" "-"
a17 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:16 +0100] "GET /issi/archive/literature/tech-reports/643/unido.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 311
a18 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:17 +0100] "GET /icons/image2.gif HTTP/1.0" 200 309
217.82.228.10 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:17 +0100] "GET /msadc/..%255c../..%255c../..%255c/..%c1%1c../..%c1%1c../..%c1%1c../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 265 "-" "-"
217.82.228.10 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:17 +0100] "GET /scripts/..%c1%1c../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 231 "-" "-"
217.82.228.10 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:17 +0100] "GET /scripts/..%c0%2f../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 231 "-" "-"
217.82.228.10 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:17 +0100] "GET /scripts/..%c0%af../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 231 "-" "-"
a23 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:17 +0100] "GET /icons/blank.gif HTTP/1.0" 200 148
a24 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:18 +0100] "GET /~magerste/popel.jpg HTTP/1.0" 200 21994
217.82.228.10 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:18 +0100] "GET /scripts/..%c1%9c../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 231 "-" "-"
217.82.228.10 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:18 +0100] "GET /scripts/..%%35%63../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 400 215 "-" "-"
a27 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:18 +0100] "GET /~magerste/cocacola3.gif HTTP/1.0" 200 5970
217.82.228.10 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:19 +0100] "GET /scripts/..%%35c../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 400 215 "-" "-"
217.82.228.10 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:19 +0100] "GET /scripts/..%25%35%63../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 232 "-" "-"
217.82.228.10 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:19 +0100] "GET /scripts/..%252f../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0" 404 232 "-" "-"
a31 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:19 +0100] "GET /~magerste/cocacola2.gif HTTP/1.0" 200 16724
a32 - - [05/Nov/2001:01:12:20 +0100] "GET /~magerste/cam1.jpg HTTP/1.0" 200 9519
Short=a1 Long=FnIV0flgpm3Ml0QZbmZSKg:1:4aJtIJ0AHWauxrbr8_6z6l2ZRtUPvja7FvEH Group=I2
Short=a2 Long=NtMFb8eFT65NKkJyHDgDfA:2:4aJtIJ0AHWauxrbr8_6z6l2ZRtUPvja7FvEH Group=I2
Short=a3 Long=4qBNWllauKATwqtpgKUZVw:1:FFWEV7tll5GgVHA98V!grFPiaWU44RThYHXJ Group=I2
Short=a4 Long=UIoZWKLQ8oh3B!M2z02Kww:3:4aJtIJ0AHWauxrbr8_6z6l2ZRtUPvja7FvEH Group=I2
Short=a7 Long=hdNyJJF6mwLZco4S2RQTzg:4:4aJtIJ0AHWauxrbr8_6z6l2ZRtUPvja7FvEH Group=I2
Short=a8 Long=AwE8_Cd!YeCUVanCLnbLSA:2:FFWEV7tll5GgVHA98V!grFPiaWU44RThYHXJ Group=I2
Short=a10 Long=8PvF06Sc9sMhAXyD31S2Iw:5:4aJtIJ0AHWauxrbr8_6z6l2ZRtUPvja7FvEH Group=I2
Short=a11 Long=hYfKTIUzz4nEK3GoDUQIHg:1:dUpDGcysnqnY1a1rzBOPna6Zb_SeqQDoUwzh Group=I2
Short=a14 Long=pei56lNYeMpEvnAAuxW5cA:2:dUpDGcysnqnY1a1rzBOPna6Zb_SeqQDoUwzh Group=I2
Short=a17 Long=HLhQ4QLLBLq_M1qG4YxSjw:3:FFWEV7tll5GgVHA98V!grFPiaWU44RThYHXJ Group=I2
Short=a18 Long=v5!N0y6kG6RunCDFbitAtw:3:dUpDGcysnqnY1a1rzBOPna6Zb_SeqQDoUwzh Group=I2
Short=a23 Long=9Okmnx1NxB7RBruhd!HJwg:4:dUpDGcysnqnY1a1rzBOPna6Zb_SeqQDoUwzh Group=I2
Short=a24 Long=YBF6TjBwH98YlaoSfjJstg:5:dUpDGcysnqnY1a1rzBOPna6Zb_SeqQDoUwzh Group=I2
Short=a27 Long=0qqBSe24GZ60HrfWk_KVgg:6:dUpDGcysnqnY1a1rzBOPna6Zb_SeqQDoUwzh Group=I2
Short=a31 Long=rqcmomLmiLZo4maagT6Ezg:7:dUpDGcysnqnY1a1rzBOPna6Zb_SeqQDoUwzh Group=I2
iShort=a32 Long=0PmatKb_QeNZfEl3v0X9rA:8:dUpDGcysnqnY1a1rzBOPna6Zb_SeqQDoUwzh Group=I2

